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Chair looking forward to
year under new president
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAQE

N

News editor

Faculty Senate's first meeting Monday will be full
of senator's reports and catching up on business
after a long summer, but everything will not be business as usual.
Karen Janssen. chair of Faculty Senate, feels
President Kustra's presence on senate will help to
revitalize members.
"He has demonstrated that he is very receptive to
suggestions." Janssen said. "This is energizing the
faculty."
Because of Kustra's willingness to discuss things,
Janssen said she looks forward to meetings.
"I anticipate some good discussions because of
his willingness to air issues," she said.
Janssen, back for her second term as chair, has a
few ideas to work on for the coming year, she said.
"I hope to work on the Faculty Senate Web site
and get it in better shape." she said.
Right now the Web site is "pretty hidden."
Janssen said. She would like to make it more accessible to everyone.
Another thing she'd like to see is increased communication between Student Association and Faculty
Senate so the two can continue to support each
other in their efforts, she said.
One of those efforts is getting students across
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The Barnes Mill Interchange at exit 87 is Hooded with traffic early in the morning during rush hour.

Exit frustrates drivers, causes delays
Dew TACKETT
Assistant news editor
BY

See Senate/Page A6

► Bluegraee Army Pepet

County gets
money for—
protection
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

News editor

The Madison County Emergency Management
Agency (EMA) will receive $2 million from the
Federal EMA to provide protection against any possible leaks at the Bluegrass
Army Depot, said Don
Broughton, Chemical Stockpile
Emergency Preparedness
Program (CSEPP) coordinator
for Madison EMA.
The depot, just off US 25
South, houses 523 tons of
chemical agents.
The method of collective protection that will be used to seal
off buildings is called overpressurization. Collective protection is sealing a room or building against gas leaking in by
putting tape or plastic over windows and doors.
Certain buildings in the county will be chosen to
be overpressurized meaning air will be blowing out
of the building while filtering any air that comes in,
Broughton said.
This method will work for the chemicals at the
depot." Broughton said. "It may or may not work for
others, but we know it will work for CSEPP."
Overpressurization has more drawbacks than
with which chemicals it will work, he added.
It is very expensive and restrictive as to which.

The bridge at the Barnes Mill Interchange (Exit 87)
was constructed two and a half feet higher than it
needed to be. The construction is causing long delays.

Cory Bybee, a senior police
administration major who commutes from Lexington each
Tuesday. Thursday and Friday,
leaves home an hour early for
the 30-mile drive to Eastern.
When he arrives at the
Barnes Mill Interchange at Exit
87. a major entrance into
Richmond, he is faced with traffic backed up sometimes over a
mile.
That's because the Kentucky
Department of Highways is giving Barnes Mill Interchange and
its ramps, along with almost 20
miles of the heavily populated I75, a major facelift.
"It's always dangerous when
you back up traffic onto the
highway," said James Ballinger,
resident engineer of the
Department of Highways in
Richmond.
Ballinger said because of the
length of the ramp, only so many
cars can fit on it at a time. The
stoplight at the top poses an
additional problem, he said.
Bybee agrees with that.
"The main problem is the
light." Bybee said. "Sometimes I
have to wait until it changes two
or three times before I get to
go."
The light isn't the only problem, though.
When the construction on the
bridge and ramps began in April
1997. the plan was to raise the

existing bridge three feet and
add another lane to those entering and exiting from the
Interchange.
The state highway department gave the contractors the
wrong bench mark for the
bridge, which is the elevation at
which the bridge will begin. This
caused the entire bridge to be
off by two and a half feet.
The bridge was originally
planned to be three feet higher
than the existing one, so the
mistake wasn't caught until it
was too late because everyone
expected a change in height.
"It is obvious why they wouldn't notice that," Ballinger said.
"It wasn't anything that couldn't
be corrected."
Correcting the mistake
To fix the error, Ballinger
said the highway department
had to revise elevations on the
roadways, bringing the road up
the extra two and a half feet.
Construction is now being
done to make the ramp longer
by adding more blacktop adjacent to the interstate. With the
new design, there will also be
two lanes turning left toward
town and one turning right.
The new design offers more
vehicular storage." Ballinger
said.
The Barnes Mill Interchange
project, including the road,
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New jogging trail built to provide safety, prevent injury
Pee TACKETT
Assistant news editor
BY

Jenny Bunch/Progress

Richard Erdmann, coach of
the track and cross country
teams, runs four miles with the
women's team every morning.
He doesn't do it to stay in
shape or to emphasize the
importance of training, he said.
"I do it mainly as a safety factor," Erdmann said. There are a
lot of weird people out there."
Erdmann said that about two
weeks ago. two local women, not
Eastern students, were walking
around campus when a man
jumped out of the bushes and
exposed himself to them.
Erdmann is not only concerned about his track and cross
country
members
being
harassed while running around

campus crossing streets and
dodging cars, but also about anyone who wants to get out and
walk or jog without using the
track.
It is this concern that led to
his battle for a jogging trail a
couple of years ago, he said. And
it is that battle which is finally
being rewarded.
Two weeks ago, facilities
services began construction on a
one-mile jogging trail located
between Ashland, Inc. Building
and Eunderburk Building in part
of the 140 acres south of campus
which Eastern purchased last
year.
James Street, director of facilities services, received the
request from Robert Baugh, athletics director, who had acted on

*>•

a request from Erdmann.
President Kustra approved the
jogging trail last month, he said.
"It's been a long process, but
Mr. Baugh and Mr. Street have
been very supportive," Erdmann
said.
The base has already been
prepared and drainage is complete. The only thing pushing the
finish date is rain. Street said.
The soil is too dry to establish the final grade." Street said.
"If we had some rain, it could be
done in a couple of weeks."
The one-mile trail will be a
woodchip trail, which will use
mulch and wood chips and will
be more soft and user-friendly,
Street said.
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May the fountain of knowledge
never run dry.
At least that's what the sign
on the fountain between the Wallace
and Powell Building says.
Too bad the fountain never runs
unless it's for visitors or a special occassion.
So on Aug. 24, the first day of classes,
new students walked past the fountain
between Powell Building and Wallace
Building and noticed that the fountain
wasn't on.
In fact it wasn't on the first two weeks
of school.
It wasn't turned on until Sept 1.

It was turned on for the
good bet that the founDuring much
Colonel Corn Roast celebrating
of the semes- tain won't be on for a
the first home football game.
long time after that
The roast was for only one day, ter, the founStudents don't realize
but it was nice to see the fountain tain is never
that they're representing
left on after the roast.
Eastern with every
During much of the semester, on because a action they do.
the fountain is never on because
lot of times
When the fountain is
a lot of times people put soap in it people put
flooded with bubbles, it
and it floods with bubbles.
a bad impression
soap In H and leaves
How childish can you get?
on visitors.
We are supposed to be adults
it floods with
It tells them that
here.
Eastern is an immabubbles.
So when one decides to put
ture school and its stusoap in the fountain, what do they
dents play pointless
hope to accomplish?
pranks. Walking past the fountain,
What they do accomplish is that if s a when it is working, on the way to

Many had responsibility to Baby John Doe
A little over a year ago a baby boy
was born at Eastern, but the only
. name he was given was by the
office of the Madison County coroner.
Baby John Doe, at 40 weeks old and 8
pounds, was born in the seventh-floor
bathroom of Clay Hall and left in the toilet with his mouth and nose immersed
in water. While he lay in the toilet his
mother showered to stop hemorrhaging
from giving birth to him. Tests on the
baby proved inconclusive as to whether
he was born alive or not
Cases like this one, involving women
or girls who don't tell anyone they are
pregnant with dire consequences for the
baby, are happening all over the country.
A New Jersey girl who gave birth at
her prom and put the baby in a trash can
awaits sentencing. A couple from
Delaware sit in jail for suffocating their
newborn.
Some feel sympathetic for the mothers, feeling that they were scared to
reveal their pregnancies or in denial of
being pregnant
But what about the babies? What
about brown-haired, blue-eyed Baby
John Doe? Did everyone involved in the
Clay Hall case do everything they could
for him?
The responsibility for Baby John Doe
began with his mother.
Did she do everything she could for
him?
The mother of the baby became pregnant in December but didn't know who
the father was, according to police
reports. She had considerable back pain
the night before the birth and her stomach began hurting around noon the next
day. Later that day, she gave birth to the
baby but said it never made a sound or
breathed, so she felt it was dead. She left
it in the toilet submerged in water. She
did not alert anyone of the birth.
Her roommate, who didn't know she
was pregnant, stated she had offered to

take the mother to the hospital because
she was complaining of back pain. The
mother refused any medical attention.
Initially, when police found the mother in the shower, she said she was from
the fifth floor of the haD and was just
showering there because she couldn't
find a shower on her floor, according to
police reports. She told police the trail of
blood on the bathroom floor was the
result of her unexpected menstrual
cycle. Again, she did not mention the
baby.
Did the women who found the baby
do everything they could for Baby
John Doe?
The first people to see Baby John Doe
after his birth were four residents of the
seventh floor of Clay HaD. Statements
the women gave to police described the
baby they found as a "fully-developed
precious baby..." with "pure white skin
and dark thick black hair."
One of the girls said in her statement
that she "stared at its little back hoping
for some sign of movement" She said
she went to pick him up, but decided it
would be a better idea to go the the resident assistant
The four women immediately alerted
the resident assistant who called public
safety and her superior. She then let a
student — who also was an emergency
medical technician — check on the baby
to see if there was any sign of life.
These women are the only, without a
doubt clear-cut case of the people
involved doing everything they possibly
could have^and should have for Baby
John Doe.
Did the university do everything it
could in the case of Baby John Doe?
Public safety officers investigated the
scene, taking pictures and collecting evidence.The physical plant biohazard
waste disposal cleanup team cleaned the
area and the mother's room was investigated and then taped it up until her

roommate arrived and officers were permitted to investigate die room.
The mother of the baby was admitted
to Pattie A Clay Hospital and released
die next day. She returned home with
her family. The police report said she
intended to return to the university die
next week. The mother withdrew from
the university shortly after tile incident
What about the Madison County
coroner and deputy coroner, who is
now the newly-elected coroner, did
they do everything they could for
Baby John Doe?
The baby was taken from the restroom and sent to Frankfort for an autopsy the next day, minus the placenta. An
autopsy report filed over a month later
stated that no cause of death could be
found. The placenta also was never
found. The then Madison County coroner said the case is closed. He said die
mother won't be charged with anything
because he has nothing to charge her
with. He said she could be charged with
concealing a birth but said "thaf s not
my problem."
And it will probably never be anyone's
problem. The Madison County attorney,
who could file charges against the mother for concealing a birth, said it would be
highly unusual for him to file die charge
and that "juries tend to be sympathetic
in these cases."
Ayear after his death, Baby John Doe
has been buried.
In a Simpsonville case where three
sets of infant remains were found in a
former couple's home, die ministerial
association brought together funds for
the burials of the babies.
The Madison County coroner said the
Clay HaD baby has been buried, but he
doesn't know where.
A year later, there are many questions
that will probably remain unanswered.
Among them, did everyone do what
they could for Baby John Doe?

class is an uplifting sight.
And if the fountain is never on, then
how can the food court possibly call
itself the Fountain Food Court?
On their logo is a dominate picture of
the fountain working. But most of the
time the thing is never on.
The fountain is supposed to be a landmark on campus.
Having it as a landmark that is never
on is not good for the university.
But unless the fountain goes without
having soap poured into it we will look
like a bunch of immature idiots who
can't keep a beautiful landmark on this
campus working.

► Letters
Tattoo wasn't necessary on rape illustration
Upon looking at the cover of
your accent section today, I
noticed that your subject matter was rape.
Sure, fine, no problem. But
I've got one question; why the
hell does the man who's supposed to be a rapist in the
photo have to have a tattoo
prominently featured upon his
shoulder blade?
As a person with several
extremely visible tattoos. I find
this picture offensive.
Why didn't you just use an
african-american? Do you see
my point? I consider the
prominent display of a tattoo
on your fictional rapist to be a
blatant and derogatory
stereotype.
Acceptance of a person's
choice to be tattooed is recently rising, and you see more and
more of them on many different people from many different

walks of life.
I have with some hopefulness pondered the possibility
that perhaps we (tattooed people) have escaped the stereotypical portrayal as either excons or senseless fools, but
apparently the Progress staff
isn't exactly "progressive" in
this particular area.
Maybe your photog didn't
even consider this, but that is
exactly my point.
I am offended by the
thoughtless stereotype, and
hope that perhaps in the future
you might consider such
things before you go to print.
Thank you for your time
and attention.
I hope you will give this
matter a minimum of serious
consideration.
Robert W. Wood
Richmond
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Students must input for improvements

ADAM BACII
Your Turn
Adam Back is
Eastern's
Student
Association
president.

students hold voting positions within
As another semester begins, I
those groups that recommend
have noticed a lot of
changes. From parking to advising,
activity around campus. There
athletics to financial aid, students are
seems to be an air of excitement at
called upon to share their perspecEastern. The football team is off to a
tives on everything that
great start, and it looks
affects us. Very few univery promising for
Every active
versities encourage this
Eastern's other sports
sort of involvement
teams. New buildings
from undergraduates.
are currently being con- member that
Unfortunately, this has
structed while the posparticipates in
sibility of other
often gone unnoticed
by our campus commuimprovements are being the affairs of
nity.
«considered. Recently,
our campus,
Over 150 student
there has been a good
whether on a
organizations are at
deal of recognition
Eastern. Honorary sociplaced on several of
large or small
eties, academic clubs,
Eastern's colleges,
athletic organizations,
including business and
scale, makes
special interest groups
law enforcement. Most
the student
and several others are
importantly, everyone
quite active on our camhas been motivated by
voice a little
pus. There is an organithe arrival of Mr. and
stronger...
zation that every person
Mrs. Robert Kustra to
would find interesting
our campus and the
and beneficial. These
impact they are having in every
aspect of our school. We are truly for- student groups are where the administrators turn when they want to know
tunate to be students at this time.
our thoughts and feelings about
Most of us are witnessing the creissues. The members of these student
ation of a new era at Eastern.
organizations help make decisions
However, some of us are a part of it.
that affect the day-to-day lives of all of
Eastern has always been very stuus. More students participating in
dent-oriented. Faculty, staff and
administration have frequently looked these groups means there will be
more attention paid to the causes they
to students for input on campus
issues. Nearly every time a committee represent. In turn, this increases the
is formed to study a problem or issue. influence that students have on our

campus which only benefits us all.
One group in particular focuses on
the needs of the students. Your
Student Association is the voice for all
of EKU's students. The Student
Association is made up of two functioning bodies, one of which is the Student
Senate. Whenever matters arise that-^.„
concern you, the Student Senate hears
about it first. The senate proposes legislation that often result in changes
that positively affect student life. We
sponsor forums and meetings so interested students are aware of what is
occurring on our campus. With the
support of the other student organizations, we represent every student at
Eastern.
As president of the Student
Association, I encourage you to get
involved with any of our student
groups. Every active member that participates in the affairs of our campus,
whether on a large or small scale,
makes the student voice a little
stronger while allowing you the
chance to meet new people and takesome ownership in our university. For
those that are interested in taking a
more involved role in Eastern, student
senate elections are coming up on
Sept. 22. Feel free to call the senate
office at 622-1724 with any questions
concerning the expectations of senators and more details concerning our
function on campus.

► Campus Comments
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8th annual

WALK FOR LIFE
September 26th
At Lake Reba Shelter A
Registration 9:30 a.m.
Lunch Provided
Free T-shirt for $50 pledges
Prizes awarded to top walkers
Door prizes available
For information and sponsor sheets call:

624-3942

or stop by our new location at the

corner of Water and Third Street

There's nothing black and white
about Softcolor eves.

THE ISSUE
On Saturday, the Eastern football team will be making a trip to
Lexington to play the Kentucky Wildcats. This is the first ever meeting between the two schools. Students were asked who they think
should win the first ever meeting between the two schools and why.

They were asked while waiting in line to purchase tickets for the
1:30 p.m. game. For a detailed preview of the game, turn to The
Eastern Progress special section which is wrapped around this
issue.

BRIAN
DRISCOLL

I'm rooting for UK
because I grew up in
Lexington, and I've
always been a fan.
Eastern is basically
just school.

m

I'll be rooting for
EKU because I'm a
student here.

I'm rooting for
Eastern. It's good
for a smaller school
to beat UK

Enhance the beautv ofvour
light eyes naturally!
.in.i, evergreen 01 roval Mm- Softcolors

Get a FREE trial pair of Softcolors at
Drs. Coleman & Lisle
523 Leighway Drive
623-6812

Saturday & Evening Hours Available

«
Lexington
Ma|or:
Marketing
Junior

Hometown
R. Mitchell
Major
Undeclared
Year
Sophomore

/

Hometown
Nicholas Co.
Major
Physical
Education
VMT: Junior

Softcolors

Bring this certificate to your participating eye care professional
for your FREE trial pair of Softcolors soft contact lenses.
Offer (or first-time Focus or NewVues wearers onty. limit one tree trial pair and one free trial
per person. Eye examination and lining lea not included

Corrections
The Incorrect frequency was given for WEKU in
last week's 2:00 Drill. The frequency is 88.9 FM.
The Incorrect name was flfven for Eastern's athletics academic counselor In a story concerning the
OVC Academic Achievement Banner in the sports
section of the Eastern Progress's first issue. Joan
Hopkins is the athletics academic counselor at
Eastern.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifica-

tions and corrections when needed on the
Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to the
editor in writing by noon Monday before publication on Thursday.
*
The editor will decide if the correction
deserves special treatment, or needs to be in the
section in which the error occurred.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
First Baptist Church 350 W.
Main at Lancaster Ave. 6234028 Worship Sun,. 8:30,11
a.m., 6:30p.m. Wed. 6:30
i.m. Sun School 9:40 a.m.
.UBS. 8 p.m. at BSU
Center
Episcopal Church of Our
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11
a.m. Sun. School 9:30 a.m.
Rosedale Baptist Church
411 Westover Ave 623-1771
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. Prayer Service 7
p.m.
Westside Christian Church
Bennington Ct. across from
Arlington 623-0382 Sun.
School 9:45 a.m. Worship
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7
p.m. Transportation available.
White Oak Pond Christian
Church (Disciples of
Christ) 1238 Bames Mill Rd
623-6515 Sun. Worship 10
a.m. Coffee Fellowship Sun.
11 a.m. Sun. School 11:15
a.m.
First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) 330 W Main St.
623-5323 or 623-5329
Church School 10 a.m. Sun.
Worship 11 a.m. Wed.
Dinner 6 p.m. (no charge)
Call for transportation.
First United Methodist
Church 401 W. Main St.
623-3580 Worship 8:30 &
10:50 a.m. Sunday School
9:40 a.m. WecJ. Night Uve

5:30 p.m. Transportation
available.

Richmond House of Prayer
(Full Gospel Church) 330
Mule Shed Ln. 623-8922 or
624-9443 Sun. School 10
a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m.
Transportation available
Redhouse Baptist Church
2301 Redhouse Rd. 623-8471
or 624-1557 Sun. School 9:40
a.m. Sun. Worship 10:50
a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Christ Goggins
Ln. (W Side 1-75) Ride: 6242218 or 623-2515 Sun. 9:30,
10:20 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wed. 7
p.m. Bible Moment 624-2427
Richmond Church of
Christ 713 W. Main St., 6238535 Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.; ride our
van. Colonels for
Christ meet 2nd
& 4th Thurs. at
8:30 p.m. on 2rd
floor of Powell
Building
Big Hill Ave
Christian 129 Big
Hill Ave. 623-1592
Sun. 10:45 a.m.,
6 p.m.
Harvest Family
Fellowship 621 S.
Keeneland Dr.
624-8620 Sun.
School 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship
10:45 Wed. Bible
Study 7 p.m., Sat.
Outpouring 6:10
p.m. ,

Eastside Bethel Baptist
1675 E. Main St. 624-9646
Sun. Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship 8:30 & 10:50
a.m. Wed. Small Group
Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Services are interpreted for
the deaf and are handicapped accessible.
St. Stephen Newman
Center 405 University Drive
623-2989 Sun. Mass 5 p.m.,
Sunday Supper $1 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry classes
for becoming Catholic.
St. Thomas Lutheran
Church 1285 Barnes Mill
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m.

Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship 209 St. George
St. 626-5055 Sunday Service
and Church School 10:45
a.m.

rreshmati
e
«*fvc>catlo
Featuring Michael DeRosa

SMILE & Think* Inc.
Leadership starts in the MIND,
Motivation starts with a SMILE
and
Love starts in the HEART...but
effectiveness starts with
EDUCATION!
When: Tuesday, September 15,1998
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Where: Ravine
(Rain Location, Brock Auditorium)

Michael DeRosa was recently named
The 1998 ACPA
"Campus Speaker of the Year"
Sponsored By The Office of StudentrDevelopment
Please contact the office for more information

at 622-3855
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► News briefs
Compiled by staff

College offering Signs posted in
Keene untrue
continuing
Signs posted in Keene Hall
education courses telling
freshmen to park in Alumni
Easj£tn's college of allied
health and nursing will offer 18
continuing education courses this
fall. The variety of cpurses
address health concerns and help
nurses and other health professionals develop leadership skills,
while some deal with specific age
groups or illnesses.
Most courses are for one day
only at Perkins Building or
Shaker Village. One online course
will also be offered beginning
Sept. 15.
For more information or a program catalog, call 622-2143 or visit
the program's web site at
<www.ced.eku.edu>.

Home workshop
set for Sept. 25-27
Easterns department of technology will host a Straw Bale
Residential Home Construction
Workshop Sept. 25-27. The workshop will be divided into two portions, an on-campus slide presentation, lecture and discussion on
the morning of Sept. 25, and an
optional hands-on field experiment through Sept. 27.
There is no charge to attend
the campus portion of the seminar, but there is a $35 fee for the
hands-on workshop.
Registration for the workshops
can be made by calling the
department of technology at 6222334 by Sept. 24.

Coliseum if there is no available
parking at Keene parking lot are
not true, said Bridget Chilton,
area coordinator of Keene Hall.
"All of these signs should have
been taken down," she said.
Students with residence parking permits are to park in designated residence parking only.

Forum on school
safety today
There will be a forum on
school safety at 3:30 p.m. today in
Kennamer Room of Powell
Building. It will address House
Bill 330 which was enacted this
year by the Kentucky General
Assembly and calls for the establishment of a university-based
Center for School Safety.
The forum is co-sponsored by
the university, the college of law
enforcement, the college of education, the department of occupational therapy and the department
of psychology. The event is open
to all faculty, staff and students.

Police studies
scholarships
available
An FBI Agent Scholarship,
worth $1,250, is open to police
studies students with 60 or more

hours who intend to make a
career in law enforcement. The
W.A.B. Scholarship, worth $500,
is open to police students
majors. Applicants must reside
in or plan a law enforcement
career in Eastern Kentucky.
The Bobby Allen McCoun Jr.
Scholarship, worth $500, is open
to those enrolled in the graduate
school and employed full-time by
a law enforcement agency.
For applications, call 6265 or
visit Stratton Building Room 467.
Applications must be returned
by Sept. 29.

Kustra to host
radio program
President Robert Kustra will
host a weekly radio program
beginning
tomorrow
on
WEKU/WEKH.
The 30-minute program airing at 4:30 p.m. each Friday will
include discussions with studio
guests on issues and topics of
interest to Kentuckians.
It will also focus on students,
faculty and staff at Eastern and
serve to promote the university
and the many events open to the
public. WEKU broadcasts from
campus at 88.9 FM.

Students wanted
for committee

► Progress Classifieds
Help! I need somebody. Madison
Garden.

White Pit Bull Pupa - $100. Need
Stud service - large white buldog. Cal
Mark at 606-986-9681 or emai:
feSxcat@idub.org

NOW INTERVIEWING for federal
uontiaut work. Wei above minimum
wage, flexible schedules. If you have 2
or more years of college or military
experience, we may have a position for
you. Anyone interested can call 6062784199. ask for Jennifer or Shad. We
also have positions available which
don't require cotege or military.

m-i*-n CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadilacs, Chevys. BMWs, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps. 4 WO's. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-7077 for
current istings.

HELP WANTED...

MISCELLANEOUS...

Spring Break "99 - Sell Trips. Earn
Cash & Go Free!!! STS is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Mexiso & Florida Cal 800648-4849 or
apply online at www.ststravel.com

$1250 FUNDRAISER! Credit Card
fundraiser for student organizations.
YouVe seen other groups doing «, now
it's your turn. One week is al it takes.
NO gimmicks, NO tricks, NO obkgafon.
Call for information today. 1-800-9320528 x 65. www.oomconcepts.com

FREE RECHARGEABLE PHONE
CARDS! Only 19e/minute nationwide!
Great international rates! Send SASE.
Steven Whitehurst, P.O. Box 1094,
Dept EP, Dolton, L 60419

Now accepting applications for all
positions. Apply in person. Madison
Garden.

GOVT FORECLOSED homes from
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax. Repo's.
REO's. Your Area. Toll Free (1) 800218-9000 Ext. H-7077 for current istings.

O'RIay's Gr» and Bar Is looking for
day wanti m i and for delivery drivera. Must be at least 21 or older.
Some experience required. Call
between 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 6237341.

TRAVEL..
Adventures In France for faculty
(active or retired). June 14-27. 1999.
Nice. Provence, Paris, with side trjps to
Monaco, Roman sites, Giverny,
Fontainebleau, Loire Valley castles,
much more. Excellent accommodations (three-star hotels— on the beach,
in Nice—air-conditioned motorcoach,
porterage). Rates for single or double
occupancy. EKU French professor as
cultural guide. For details: Dorothy
Carter, Dept. of Foreign Languages,
phone* 622-1002, fax# 606-335-9493.
emai flscarte@acs.eku.edu

FOR RENT...
LIVE OFF CAMPUS! One attractively
furnished bedroom in private home
near EKU. Al utilities, induces cable TV
and phone service. Non-smoker, references and lease. (606)624-1478
WALK TO CAMPUS! $275 month *
1/2 utjfbas (negotiable). Call 626-1570.

FOR SALE...

Students are wanted to serve Sturdy qu Hied bookbags $25. Variety
on the Student Health Advisory of prints. 623-5331. Call before 11 p.m.
Committee. For more information, call 1761.

► Police beat

aa

BIRTHDAYS...
Wishing Brandon ZMar the Happieet Birthday for his last semester here
at Eastern! Happy 22nd Birthday. Brandon! I love you. Kendra
Happy Birthday Ryan Brown! Sea? I
didn't forget. Love, Beth
My Beautiful and Fair Lady JudJ, Al
my love and best wishes for the happiest of birthday's ever. Your Humble and
Loyal Knight Sir Lonnie.
Happy Birthday Ed Baker!!! From
your friends at The Eastern Progress.

r

Check out our virtual
progress at
www.progress.eku.edu

Colonels
Madison
• ••■•it

152 Madison Ave. 623-9720

—

INC.

Andrea DeCamp
An ARAMARK Company

The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's division of public safety.
Sept 3
Craig R. Slife, 26, Brockton, was
arrested and charged with disorderly conduct and alcohol intoxication.
Ryan M. Beck, 19, Commonwealth
Hall, was arrested and charged with
possession of alcohol by a minor
and alcohol intoxication.
David A. Hamilton, 19, Frankfort,
was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence.
Sept 2
Scott Reed, Keene Hall, reported
that his motorcycle had been

damaged while parked in the
Keene Lot.
Jeremy M. Madden, 18, Palmer
Hall, was arrested and charged
with alcohol intoxication.
Sept 1
John P. Hodges, 22, Dupree
Hall, reported that his vehicle had
been damaged while parked in
the Commonwealth Lot.
Aug. 31
Rachel Walbridge. Todd Hall.
reported that a theft had occurred
in Todd Hall of a $56 bottle of
cologne.
Aug. 29
Courtney Riley, 19. Walters Hall,

reported that her bicycle had
been stolen from outside her
dorm. The bicycle had been
chained to a tree outside.
Aug. 28
Nathan D. Combs, 18, Clay City.
was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence and
disregarding a traffic control
device.

- Attwijion Students j
Be the first to come down to
/irst gear and answer the
question correctly.

^B>
Haj1

Are you looking lor a part-lime job that offers paid vacations, medical and dental,
$500Vyear tuition assistance and retirement benefits plus a competitive salary''
Gal's Inc., America's largest supplier of public safety equipment, has openings for
part-time Pickers and Packers at its Palumbo Drive Distribution Center. This is a 2nd shift
position. Starting salary is $6 50/hour
Apply today at Gall's Corporate Headquarters located at 2680 Palumbo Drive, Lexington.
Applications are accepted M - F. 8 - 5. E0E M/F/D/V

Located on the corner of First and Main.
What famous Rock'n' Roll
guitarist played guitar on David
Bowie's hit, "China Girl?"
Last week's answer Michael Paul &
Carol Ann
Last week's winner Michael Wiser
(One win per customer, per semester.)

rot more iiiforni.ition About out company
VlSlt our ;'. i\" Hit Si H IVIV tl,»llsinc COItl

Raymond L. Kiger, 19, Keene
Hall, reported that someone had
entered his room and stolen $97
from his wallet.

fit t < •

in

V > n\

Amanda D. Kindoll. 22,
Richmond, reported that her vehicle was damaged while parked in
the Lancaster Lot

Everything from A - Z at
Next to Kroger

JM MOU CM
'

• All God's Children
• Byer's Carolers
• Crystal
• Dept. 56 villages
• Enesco Music Boxes
• Fenton Glass
• Great Candles
• Horse Prints
• Individual Floral Arrangements
• Just about Something for Everyone
• Kentucky Cookbooks
• Lizzie High Dolls
• Mickey Mouse Items
139 N. KccnclandDr.
Off Exit 90.1-75

• Nautical Prints
• Ornaments
• Porcelain Dolls
• Quilts
• Ribbons & Bows
• Seraphim Angels
• TAimer Dolls
• U.K. Championship Coverlets
• Victorian Lace
• Winnie the Pooh
• X-tra Special Gifts
• Your choice of Boyd'« Bears & Hares
• Zoo Animals (Noah's Ark)
- Sat. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 p.m. -6 p.m.

€5©l
CI%C«H ECUND'
Opiate, Undertow, Aenlma

Omi

Inunt CJomi Pauf
Bttllii Beyi

It'a dark and Hell la Hot
Allem In Chmlnm
Dirt. Unplugged, Jar ot File*. Facelift
Soundtrack*
Qodztlli
CltyotAngHt
Or. Doolini*
Armagtddon
Wtdding Slngtr
Candlapox
Candlebox, Happy Pills

Llcenee to III. Hallo Naaty
(any no limit titles)
Stunt

Whlf Zombim
LA. Sexoristo. Super Sexy Swlnoln,
Sounda, Aatro Creep 2000

Pink Fieri'
Cart

My own Prison

Ctnm Poflrtn' QttHUm
Riot Suit Riot
Ump Blzcutl

Rage Against the Machine. Eve
Empire, Live and Rare
Rock Crown, American Standard

SuUlmt
40 ox. ot Freedom, Sublime, Second
Hand Smoke

Kam.*

Bon limrltv
Legend

TorlAmoaFog flghtmr*
me Color 3
Caa/Chamber
Coal Chamber
Ten, YeiW

IBM
AH eyee on ma

MmlHmnttrl*
The UMmata Experience

has the ambience you require
for any special private function. Plan your next business luncheon or dinner reception here and you'll be
assured of a success. Parties over 20 receive a 10%
discount. Please contact our banquet managers.

Over 100 Items Daily, Including:
Shrimp, Beef, Chicken, Pork, Mussels, Fried
Dumplings, Fried Squid, B-B-Q Spare Ribs, Vegetable,
Mei Fun, Lo Mein, Fried Rice, Salad Bar, Sushi Roll,
Fresh Fruit, Appetizers, Soup, Desserts, Cake,
Ice Cream and more...

LUNCH

Powers trip
Adam Sandier
They're all gonna laugh at you
What the hell happened to ma
rsataYMatta/c/larlf
Ophelia
TloerWy

Note: We only take CD's that are not scratched if case is broken we will subtract
an amount from the $5. Offer expires 10/1/98.

DINNER

Monday to Thursday
4 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. $7.50
Children under 12 $3.99
Friday to Sunday & Holidays
4 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. $8.50
Children under 12 $3.99
Saturday, Sunday & Holidays
Children under 2 FREE,
10:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. $5.99
Children under 12 $2.99
10% OFF for senior (over 65)
Monday to Friday
10:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. $4.99
Children under 12 $2.99

BRUNCH

CARRY OUT BUFFET
At least 3 items per take out

LUNCH
$2.99 lb.
Mon. to Fri.

Sehneocht. HarzetoM

Note: * means any titles

T

Clur
irpp hanniiat
far.i
Our free
banquet facility

Mon

d*} A AA1C
0^*#-UU^3

Tool

&*

BRUNCH
$3.59

DINNER
$3.69

Sat., Sun., &
Mon. to Sun. &
Holidays
Holiday
'Prices are subject to change without notice.

10% off with valid EKU ID for Students and Faculty
TEL (606)624-3888 • (606)624-2788
FAX (606)624-0666
Open Hours: Sun. to Thurs. 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.Fri. & Sat 10:30 a.m.-l 1:30 p.m.
BaBaueaaBaBaaeaBaaaaaaaaac^vaaaaaaaa.aaaaaaaaaaaBaBaBaBBa^
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Exit: Drivers find delays at Barnes Mill Interchange
From the front
ramps and bridge, will cost
$4,295,000. he said. Jt is funded
both by the state and federal government, but the majority is federal. Ballinger added.
The mix up with the bridge did
not cost any more money, he said.
Befbre the mistake, it was
anticipated that the pavement
would have to be taken up and
rebuilt, but they were able to save
the existing pavement and use
dirt to build up to the bridge.
"Dirt is much cheaper than
blacktop." Ballinger said. "The
final cost, at least to this point, is a
break-even situation."
The bridge and roadways are
scheduled to be finished in the
summer of 1999.
The mistake didn't push back
the finish date on the bridge itself,
but there will be a delay of a
month at the very most on the

roadway, Ballinger said.

1-75 Construction
Tuesday night, commuters
traveling
southbound
on
Interstate 75 from Barnes Mill
Interchange (Exit 87) toward
Berea were feeling a strong sensation of deja-vu — one lane was
closed off for nearly six hours.
The delay was due to construction on the interstate.
This has been a common
occurrence since the construction
on Clays Ferry Bridge began in
December '93.
The bridge was two existing
bridges consisting of two lanes
each and is being increased to six
lanes, as is all of the interstate
from Ix'xington to Richmond.
Blasting began in February "97
in Madison County for the rest of
the interstate. The blasting created even more traffic problems.

Geoffrey Sprinkle, an Eastern
graduate student, remembers the
problems he had traveling to
Lexington after class last semester.
"I remember two or three days
when 1 would sit there without
moving for 30 to 40 minutes at a
time," Sprinkle said. "Sometimes I
would even catch the ferry. I just
wanted to get home and heard so
many horror stories about people
who just sat there and sat there."
Although the blasting finished
in August, construction is still
being done to add a 10-foot shoulder on the inside of the interstate
and a 30-foot safety zone on the
outside. The safety, or clear, /one
was the major reason for the
blasting, Ballinger said.

Who's getting paid?
From Lexington to Richmond,
the construction is divided into five
different contracts. There are two

in Fayette County, one at Clays
Ferry and two in Madison County.
Prequalified construction companies bid on the contracts and
the state accepted the lowest bids,
Ballinger said.
Central Kentucky Asphalt is
doing the construction fiom mile
marker 105 to 98 and is being
paid almost $29 million. The Allen
company, Inc. is working from
mile marker 97 to 86 and will
receive over $39 million, and C. J.
Mahan Construction Company is
widening Ihe interstate from 98 to
97 (including Clays Ferry Bridge)
and is getting almost $32 million.
Construction is slated to begin
from Barnes Mill Interchange
south to Duncannon lane in Berea
in June 1999. One lane will be added
each direction and the estimated
COS of the project is over $6 million.

Editor Jamie Neal contributed to
this story

Protection: Madison County EMA gets more money
From the front
buildings would be most accessible to the process, he said. "It's a
pretty high maintenance item." he
said.
The system also takes a while
"to get it up to speed," he said.
"There's a 15 to 20 minute time
lag to where it is working the way
it's supposed to."
EMA was awarded money
from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) to
do architectural and engineering
work on buildings housing special
populations, Broughton said.
Buildings with special populations are schools, hospitals, nursing homes and possibly day care
centers, said Jesse Cain, Madison
County EMA director.

"About 40 or 50 sites or build-

U This (over-

presurization)
just gives us
another
alternative.
Jesse Cain,
Madison County
EMA Director
»
ings were submitted on the firstlook report," Cain said.
The buildings will be chosen
by a committee that will be chosen by County Judge Executive
Kent Clark. Clark has not yet chosen the members.

"We planned on having it done
by the 15th of this month, but
we've all been busy," Clark said.
"We're probably shooting for the
20th or 21st."
Clark is looking at putting re|>resentatives from the school
boards, hospital, depot and the
mayors of Richmond and Berea.
among other people on the committee, he said.
The committee members will
look over the options of protection presented to them and make
a recommendation to either
Clark or the court on which
buildings to overpressurize.
Clark said.
"I think that it's important that
we look at this and in case of an
emergency, we have something
like this in place so we can act in a
matter of minutes." Clark said.

The first phase of the project,
choosing a committee and evaluating what buildings in the county
need the overpressurization,
should take about a year. Clark
said
The second phase, the construction and engineering of the
method, would take significantly
longer than that, he added.
Cain stresses that the collective protection project is not necessarily the best solution in the
event of a leak at the depot.
'Hie overpressurization project
is designed to add another level of
security to people living near the
depot, Cain said.
"The best thing we could do if
we have the time is evacuate," he
said. "If there's a chance to evacuate we will. This just gives us
another alternative."

'Mothers Lcuindrxi
467 Eastern Bypass

Wash

623-5014 S

Tanning Special
thru September

HEZA
/ ^ir 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

5 visits for

/%-J^U Tuesday

$10

Good Luck
Colonels!

■AIUZOMJACKS
< ,1,'INI U KS

624-1540
The Coupon in the Middle!
Take this to Arizona Jack's
and he will give you a
FREE REGULAR SOFT
DRINk with the purchase
of a NEW Personal PIZZA!
This is an UNLIMITED
VALUE offer because
refills are free!
Exp. 12/1/98.

Best PIZZA, the only Grinders in town,
great CHILI, hot SOUP, SALADS
Arizona Jack's Grinders & Pizza
837 Eastern Bypass near K-Mart

Monday

Night
Football
Specials

8 p.m. - Midnight

ison,
a o ■ ' i i

152 Madison Ave. 623-9720

► AD 1NDLX
Apollo i A7
ApptebeesM
Arizona Jack's AS
Bodean's B3
Botany Bay B2
Captain D'a B4
Chock Exchange AS
Church Directory A3
Colonel Comer B4
Dairy Quaan A7
Diet Cantor B5
Dlac Go Round A4
Dollar Store B4
Dr. Coleman A3
Dr. Roberta B4
DuckheadAS
RratOaerA4
Food Sorvlce A8
Gall's Help Ad A4
Gift Box A4
Grand China Buffet A4
Hot Mall AS
Instant Care Center BS
Kappa Alpha ThetaA7
Kantucky Collision Center
B3
KY Connect AS, B4
Madison Gardana A4, AS, AS
Main Stroat Chavron B3
Mall Movlea A8
Morlo Norman A7
Mlka'aWarahouae Liquors
B4
Mothor'a Laundry AS
ORIIey's B3
Ocaanfront BS
Panama Jim's A7
Poraonal Touch Dry
Cloanar*B2
PHC A3

Pink Flamingo BS
Pizza Hut B3
Planetarium B5
Recordsmlth AS
Rita-AM B3
Sammy's Flaa Market A6
Sera-Tec B4
Snappy Tomato B2
Sound Advice A7
Student Association A3

Student Government A6
Substance Abuse B2
Subway A6
Total Body Tanning B2
UBSB5 University Cinemas AS
Westslde Christian Church
A6
Wholesale Food Outlet BS

-J
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Three of Singleton's classes reassigned
or other faculty members
on an overload basis, said
News editor
Richard Vance, chair of
Students in three of the government departthe four government.
ment classes
Blanchard and
taught by Julius
Ken Johnson
Allen Singleton
took over two of
will be seeing a
Singleton's classnew teacher in
es, he added.
front of them this
The other class
semester
was canceled for
Singleton
the semester
died Aug. 31
because no other
after a car acciprofessors could
dent on Route
leach it at the
2881. Friends Singleton
time it was
fear he may have
offered, he said.
had a heart attack while
R. Scott Marks, a jundriving, causing him to ior political science major.
run Into a fence post, said was in the class that was
Paul Blanchard, a profes- canceled
sor of government.
He said he has had
Three of Singleton's Singleton for three classclasses have been reas- es and remembers him as
signed to part-time faculty a good professor

BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGC

"There is one image of
him that is stuck in my
mind," Marks said.
Singleton, in one of
their first meetings, had
drawn "the worst maps of
the United States" he had
ever seen, he said. The
professor was trying to
explain why international
waters begin at three
miles, Marks said.
"It was just an awful
map." he said.
Hut Marks remembers
the teacher as quiet,
involved and having a dry
sense of humor.
"I took his class this
semester specifically
because he taught it." he
said.
"He was creative in his
ways of explaining things
if you didn't understand."

Baugh believes tin request
needed to be filled.
"We've needed it for a while.''
Baugh said. "Men's and women's
teams had to run on the street,
and at times the girls have been
harassed by cars. The trail should
make them feel much more comfortable."
Final rules for the trail have
yet to be established, bui the trail
will be open to the public unless
problems occur.
"We may have to restrict certain times so people won't be run
over by cross country runners,"
Baugh said.
Erdmann said although there
will be a lot of traffic on the trail,
he will try not to close it off at any
time. He said it will be used more
by the public, law enforcement
and physical education classes
than by the teams.
Traffic and safety are not the
only factors that contribute to the
creation of the new trail. Erdmann
is also concerned about the condition of the walking track beside
Commonwealth Hall.
The track is a synthetic, or rubberized track. Erdmann said he
believes the track has needed to

u We've needed it
for a while.
Robert Baugh,
Athletics director
»
be resurfaced for over five years.
The top layer of the track is
worn off," Erdmann said. "The dark
surface underneath is also deteriorating due to UV rays from the sun."
For those who don't use the
track when running or walking,
Erdmann said they are putting
themselves in even more danger.
"Concrete is a killer," he said.
"It is the single worst thing to
walk or jog on."
Blacktop is better to run or
walk on than concrete, but both
are stressful on the body,
Erdmann said. He feels the woodchip trail will be less traumatic on
the lower extremities.
Many people run or walk
around campus thinking they are
improving their health, which is
true with cardiovascular improvement, but they are actually hurting themselves in other ways,
Erdmann said.

Sammy's Flea Market
1927 Irvine RoT Richmond Half Mile from New Bypass

BUY-SELL-TRADE

CDs - Nintendos - Playstation - N-64
Computers - Stereos - Movies Disney movies ■ Appliances • Furniture
Household Items
Fri. Noon 2:30 p.m. Sat. & Sun. 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Outside table available

V

BARGINS CALORE!

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Robert Hungarland, 75,
a retired associate professor in the business department, died Saturday.
Hungarland came to
Eastern in 1964 and
retired in 1983. He taught
classes mostly relating to
marketing, said John
Gump, professor of information systems.
"He took everything he
did seriously." Gump said.
"He took great pride in
knowing his students and
following them through
life."
Gump remembers his
friend as an active man
who kept up with sports.

especially Eastern's teams.
Hungarland was from
Helena, Ark. He received
his bachelor's of science
degree from Oklahoma
City University, his master's of business administration from Southern
Methodist University and
he did some other graduate work at the University
of Kentucky.
He has two adult children — a son, Mark, and
a daughter, Nancy. Nancy
is a graduate of Eastern
and was former editor of
the Milestone, Gump
said.
Hungarland is survived
by his wife, Marilyn and
their five grandchildren.

Welcome Back EKU Students!
Don't neglect a vital part of your life and education.
Our church family invites you to come worship,
leam, and grow with us. Service times are: •
9:45 University Bible Study
10:45 Morning Worship
6 Evening Worship
7 Wed. p.m. Prayer & Bible study
We are located at the end of Bennington Court
across from Arlington. Need a ride? The Church
van will leave the Daniel Boone Statue at 9:30 a.m.
for Sunday School and at 10:30 a.m. for Morning
Worship. For more information contact Matt
Vaught, Senior Minister or Scott Miller, Youth
Minister at 623-0382.

Senate: Kustra's presence
could be 'energizing'

Jogging: Trail prevents
injury, provides safety
From the front

Retired professor dies

Westside Christian
Church

From the front
Lancaster Avenue without getting killed, Janssen said.
"I'd like to work on the financial feasibility of getting an overpass," she added.
Janssen would also like to
see increased recognition of university staff, she said.
"I appreciate what the new
president has done in terms of
insurance costs, and I would
like to talk with them about
what more can be done," she
said.
A major topic at Monday's
meeting will be a report on posttenure review given by Phyllis
Murray.
Post-tenure review is a per-

formance review given to all
teaching faculty members. If a
teacher does not meet minimum
requirements, then he or she
must go into post-tenure review
to improve his or her performance.
The committee on posttenure
review
evaluates
Eastern's policies, Janssen said.
In new business, Russell
Enzie, vice president of academic affairs, will present program
changes for senate to vote on.
The colleges of applied arts
and technology, education and
natural and mathematical sciences are asking for name
changes or consolidation in
their bachelor's or master's
degree programs.

How do you spell relief?
What advice can you give your
fellow students to handle stress?

Contact
Rita Fox
622-1881.

117 Donovan Annex

No one reaches EKU
like we do.
Pick up your copy every
Thursday.
..THE

622-1881

Don't lose
your precious
parking place.

<SUB
WE DELIVER!
624-9241
On the corner of Second & Water St.

Student Associate
™ Elections *

_

eastern Progress
622-1881

SX will be held
X
Tuesday, September 22,
^f 9 a.m.-5 p.m. ry
^ in the Powell Pla&*
/
vAnyone
interested^
v
nn running for office*
-fTpick up an application.
liable n o w in Powel^l
7'ications must be turned
in by4:30 p.m.^r
September 15
it Powell 132.
Any questions?

Call 1724
e-mail at ekust
,
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► Residence Hall Association
!

Dorm changes include
more stamp machines
machines over the year.
put the machines in and we
Each time the machines were allow them to be in the buildrefilled, roughly every two ing."
weeks, they were completely
The machines sell two 32-cent
empty, said Christopher Bullins, stamps for 85 cents.
BY DCNA TACKETT
policy chair for RHA.
Assistant news editor
RHA also expects to be doing
"With the demand we saw, we
Although the Residence Hall proposed to have one put in a lot of surveying this semester
on such things as placing soap
Association is celebrating its every dorm," Bullins said.
annual Awareness Week, it hasn't
The group voted unanimous- and paper towel dispensers in
forgotten its first priority — mak- ly on the proposal Aug. 31 and residence hall bathrooms, parking residence hall living better for sent it to the Council on Student ing on campus and providing
students.
Affairs where it will be voted on anonymous HIV testing, Bullins
A number of changes are on during its first monthly meet- said.
Periodically, RHA will post
the agenda for the fall "98 semes- ing.
ter.
The stamp machines are fliers around campus on such
The first improvement RHA placed in the dorms by the L and issues and students are asked to
has proposed is putting stamp M Company owned by Lydia e-mail responses to SPEAKOUT,
machines in every dorm.
Morrisen. Bullins said he antici- which is accessed through a VAX
Last year, RHA, with the pates RHA will stay with the com- account.
approval of the Council on pany for the expansion.
"We are once again trying to
Student Affairs, placed stamp
"Basically, there is no cost for demonstrate our desire to supply
machines in Keene, Dupree and the machines, but also no profit residents with anything to make
Walters halls. The group moni- for Eastern," Bullins said. "The living on campus better," Bullins
tored the success of the company offers to come in and said.

NEW & USED
COMPACT DISCS
T-SHIRTS & GIFTS
204 e. water street
downtown richmond
(you're smart enough to find us)

Studies indicated
strong demand

► Student Association

to improve classrooms and is currently working on a standard
who want to run for Student teacher evaluation. Baker said.
Also at Tuesday's meeting,
Association senator.
nominations
were taken for the
Members of the committee on
academic affairs are meeting with position of speaker pro tern.
• Two people were nominated
Mark Jozefowicz, assistant direc- this
Sara Stich and Bryan
tor of public safety in charge of Mills.week,
The senators also voted,
parking and transportation, at 2 but due to a tie, President Adam
p.m. today to discuss problems Back will make the deciding vote.
with parking.
The winner will be announced
Some of the committee's ideas at next week's meeting.
are to increase shuttle availability
The speaker pro tern will take
and to increase parking on cam- the place of the president or vicepus, said Zeke Baker, chair of the president, should they not be able
committee.
to fulfill their obligations to the
The committee is also working association.

Applications available until Tuesday
News writer

Student Association will hold
elections Sept. 22 to fill 20 senator
spots left open from last year.
Applications are available outside the Student Association
office in Powell Building for anyone who wants to run for a position.
The applications are due back
by 4:30 p.m. Tuesday at the
Association office.
There will also be an informational meeting Tuesday for those

...because your eare get hungry too!!!

panama
ims
This week's special:

Elections planned for Sept 22
BY ANOHEA DECAMP

624-8962

$

3 visits for 9
201 Water Street
(across from Subway)

626-8937
839
EKU
Bypass
Carriage
Gate
Shopping
Center

Kappa Alpha Theta
would like to congratulate
their new members for Fall 98
Katie McCormack
Sarah Cornell
Sara Lovorne
Antigone Jeromes
Meg Musgrave
AtlanaMcGill Magen Ferrell
Lenora Young
Christy
Boguszeuski

Rachel
Beyersdoerfer
Hillary Harris
Amanda Evans
Katie Duncan
Kristi
Higgimbotham
Jessica Skees
Tiffany White
Alicia Farquhar

Mon.-Sat.
10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Closed Sunday

10%
Student
Discount
Fall for the most beautiful shades of the season
Immerse yourself in Fall Splendors, a new collection of
high fashion shades from Merle Norman. Rich burgandies,
deep purples and opulent neutrals that redefine classic
beauty for eyes, cheeks, lips and nails.
Get the look...and fall for a more beautiful you.

mERLE noRmnn
COSMETIC STUDIOS

APOLLO PIZZA

228 S. Second Street
Downtown Richmond
Sjvtvinfy ^Richmond & £3CU

Welcome Back
r
2 Medium Pizzas
With
One(l) Topping

Exp: 9/15/98

All prices listed on
this offer include
sales lax

Large 14" Pizza Special
Large 1 Topping Pizza
Exp: 9/15/98

flffi

Exp: 9/15/98

■W

Hours:

I
I
I
I

Exp: 9/15/98

Sun. - Wed. 11 a.m. 130 a.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.

$6.25

Pizza Sub Special
Pizza Sub, Garlic Stix
& 32 oz. Soft Drink

Party Pizza Special
20" Party Pizza
With 2 Toppings

I Exp: 9/15/98 Cuunj*ou^^|g^_sp uares_ !
l

$8.60

2i i»

$15.25

l
l
I
I

$12.95

I
I
J

623-0330

$6.95
Hoagie Special
Steak Hoagie &
Cheddar Fries
$5.95
Sub& Salad

SB!

Your choice of Pizza sub.
Sausage suo, Ham & Cheese or
a Meatball Sub
| Exp: 9/15/98

Independently
owned and
operated

Bl

► Movies
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HovtStella Got Her Groove Back
(R) f:30, 4:35. 7:15, 9:55
Rounders (R) 1:15, 4:40, 7:20, 10
Knock Off (R) 1:05. 3:15, 525,
7:35. 9:40
Fifty Four (R) 1:20, 3:30. 5:40,
7:55, 10:05
Saving Private Ryan (R) 1. 4:45.
8:30
Dead Man On Campus (R) 1:10.

3 20,5:30.7:40,9:50
Ever After (PG-13) 1:25, 4:50.
7:25, 10
Blade (R) 1:40, 4:30, 7:05, 9:45

When
7 p.m. to
midnight

Where
Keen
Johnson

Cost
$2 per person
$3 per couple

1
Fi
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623-4715
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something
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Boi offlc* opana at 4:15pm on Friday *11 and
Monday Thuraday a/14-avi 7. Opan aa day
Saturday * Sunday »/12-*vi3.

RHA Awareness Week ends with
Casino Night on Friday. The
theme this year is "Flashback to
the Oldies." Students are encouraged
to dress in attire from their favorite
decade. Play money will be distributed to students at the door for gambling. Games will include roulette,
blackjack and other casino favorites
where contestants can win more play
money. Oldies will be played all night
by WXI1. At the end of the night students can use their winnings to purchase items at an auction. Cost is $2
per person and $3 per couple.
For more information call 622-2077.

TODAY

Monday

Night
Brian Simms/Progress
Students take their chances on roulette al last year's "Casino Night."

SUNDAY
• VOLLEYBALL
Eastern vs. Southeast

i ARTS GA1A
Richmond Area Arts Center
5:30 p.m.
Klmwood

11:30 a.m.
Baptist Student Union

• MEETING

Missouri
2 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum

SATURDAY

College Republicans
4:30 p.m.
Jaggers Room. Powell

• MEETING
Habitat for Humanity
9 p.m.

Combs Lobby
"Meets weekly

• VOIXEYBAIJ.
Eastern vs. Illinois
5 p.m.
Alumni Coliseum

• SUPPORT GROUP
Survival Skills 101
5 p.m.
Ellendale Hall

MONDAY

• APPEARANCE
Spike Lee

• AUDITIONS

6 p.m.
Centre College
For tickets call («H>) 236-4692

Creative Ministry Team
6:15 p.m.
Baptist Student Union
Campus Adjustment Seminar
7 p.m.

Herndon Lounge, Powell

Eastern vs. Kentucky
7 p.m.
Commonwealth Stadium , UK

• CONCERT

• CONCERT
Christian Student Fellowship
7 p.m.
Ravine

i AUDITIONS
"A Doll's House" and
"Ghostwalk"
7 p.m.
137 Campbell Building

• FOOTBALL

• SEMINAR

TUESDAY
• AUDITIONS
"Ghostwalk"

*

Madison
en
4

G

B

i

i

l

152 Madison Ave. 623-9720

3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
137 Campbell Building

Bring this coupon to

• DEBATE
Philosophy Club
7:30 p.m.
Adams Room
Wallace
• MEETING
EKU Democrats
7:30 p.m.
Herndon Lounge
Powell

WEDNESDAY
PRESENTATION

Welcome Back
Society of Professional
Journalists

Association for Computing
Machinery
3:30 p.m.
448 Wallace
Topic- Web Page Design

Donovan Annex Lobby

8 p.m. - Midnight

"A Doll's House" and

MEETING

5:30 p.m.

John Anderson
7 p.m. and 9 p.m
Renfro Valley

±vz.

Football
Specials

FRIDAY

• CAMPUS CARNIVAL
BSl!

r

11

CHECK
EXCHANGE

i $5 OFF
and receive

your next transaction.
Minimum $100 transaction.
One per visit.
Some restrictions apply.

WHERE YOUR MUSICNATTERS

University
Shopping Center
(Near Social Security Office)

623-1199

Since 1978 .

recordsmith
EKU BY-PASS ACI
ACROSS
C91-Qn«;QtRU
MSTMRW FROM PIZZA HUT

Got a clue?
Look for us every Thursday.
THE

Eastern Progress
622-1881

t>
b.

EASTER*,
i

i

BAKERY

Enjoy a freshly
made sandwich at
the Sara Lee Bakery, located at
Quackers on the
Pond. Take your
pick on the type of
sandwich you
would like, with
several low fat
items on the menu.
Use either your
Board Plan or Colonel One card and
enjoy.

EKU

It's never too late to join the biggest club on
campus! CLUB EASTERN, ranked as one of
the three best meal plans in the country, is open
to students year round, with plans starting out
at $399. For the best deals around, jump on
board CLUB EASTERN.

The Colonel's Pizza, located in the Fountain Food
Court downstairs in the Powell Building, will honor
any pizza coupon. The Fountain Food Court is also
now open Saturday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday 12
p.m. to 6 p.m.

DINING

The Best Food on Campus!

WIZARD OF
OZ
Special Dinner
September 23
Powell Top

HOOP

Cafeteria

4:00 p.m-7:00 p.m.

► Next Week

► Inside Sports

Tracing your family
tree? If so, Rita Fox
would like to talk
with you for a story.
Please call her at
622-1881.

if/-, r^l^

Duncan's volleyball
squad drops three
more matches and
finishes last in West
Virginia classic/B5

Accent

Rita Mackin Fox, editor

The Eastern Progress
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T9P 10 Herbs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Shakers were
19th-century experts
on the medicinal uses
of botanicals. Today's
Shakeriown herbalist,
Deborah Larkin,
continues to educate
the public on the
healing powers of
herbs. At left is a
sampling of the herbs
available to today's
consumers.

Echinacea
Garlic
Ginkgo Biloba
Goldenseal
Saw Palmetto
Aloe
Ginseng
Cat's Claw
Astragalus
Cayenne

Photos by
Brenda Aheam/Progress

Source: Varro E. Tyler, " The Honest
Herbalist," Prevention, March 1998

Beware!
■ Comfrey is carcinogenic.
■ Colt's Foot is carcinogenic.
■ Echinacea should not be taken
more than two concurrent
weeks, unless for a serious condition. Not for use in children
under two years of age. (Also
see goldenseal.)
■ Ephedra is dangerous for persons with hypertension.
■ Germander can cause liver
damage.
■ Goldenseal should not be combined with powdered form of
echinacea.
■ Kava Kava can't be mixed with
alcohol. Also can cause drowsiness; do not drive or operate
machines while taking Kava
Kava.
■ Sassafras is carcinogenic.
■ St. John's Wort should not be
taken with other antidepressants. Also can cause sensitivity
to light.
■ Yohimbe increases blood pressure; causes rapid heartbeat.

To learn more...
"The Green Pharmacy" by James
A. Duke. St. Martin's Press, 1998.
"Herbs for Your Health" by
Steven Foster. Interweave Press,
1996.
"Herbs of Choice" by Varro E.
Tyler. Hawthorne Press, 1994.
"Miracle Cures" by Jean Carper.
HarperCollins, 1998.
"Natural Health, Natural
Medicine" by Andrew Weil.
Houghton-Mifflin Co., 1998.
The Herbalgram newsletter, published by the American Botanical
Council, P.O. Box 201660, Austin,
TX 78720, <http://www.herbalgram.org>
Herbs for Health magazine, published by Interweave Press
Prevention magazine

Au Naturale
Before using herbal remedies, do your homework
has been taking the herb for aboul
18 months and says it prevents colds.
He's had no colds during that limf.
The other two herbs Palmer
takes— St. John's Wort and Kava
Kava — were on Prevention's "up
and coming herbs" list for 1998.

BY RITA MACKIN FOX

Accent editor

Every morning sophomore Ben Palmer
wakes up, eats breakfast, then pops a few
pills to get him
through the day. The
Patient, educate thyself
great thing is that the
Palmer did do his homework
pills are all legal, natural ways to
before taking anything.
enhance well-being and health.
"You can't drink alcohol if you're
"I take four every day," said
taking Kava Kava," he says.
Palmer, a pre-dentistry major from
1.11 kin. horticulturist and herbalCovington.
ist at the Shaker Village of Pleasant
His herbs of
Hill, worries that
choice are echimany members of
nacea, to prevent
the general public
colds; Kava Kava,
won't be as cauto relieve anxiety;
tious as Palmer.
St. John's Wort, for
"Natural rememood regulation;
dies are drugs and
and ginseng to proshould., be used
mote oxygen
with respect, but
return to his body.
there's no regulaThe latter makes
tion of botanicals in
Deborah Larkin the U.S., yet,"
him feel energized.
"A little pick-meherbalist and Larkin said.
up." Palmer said.
Consumers need
aromatherapist
"Maybe it's psychoto be aware of safe
logical, but it
and unsafe
seems to work."
dosages, as well as
Psychological or
how nature's drugs
not. Palmer's not alone. About 60
interact with alcohol, prescription
million Americans use herbs for
and over-the-counter drugs and
health or medical reasons, said
other herbs, says Larkin.
Deborah Larkin, a Kentucky herbalBut consumers are bombarded by
ist and aromatherapist.
media and advertising claims.
Two of the herbs Palmer takes
"It's very confusing," larkin says.
were on Prevention's list of 1997's 10
"You need to do the research before
most popular herbs.
you go shopping."
In fact, echinacea (pronounced
ek-uh-NAY-shuh) was No. 1 on
Prevention's list. This natural drug is
derived from the roots of purple
coneflowers.
"1 take echinacea to promote
a healthy immune system," Palmer said. He

u Natuqbl
tufcl reme-

dies are drags
and should be
used with
respect...

larkin offers the following tips:
■ Don't self-diagnose a condition
■ If pregnant or nursing, consult
with your doctor or midwife
before inking herbals. The list of
safe natural remedies for these
women is very short.
■ Consult a doctor before stopping or changing a prescription
to avoid dangerous reactions and
interactions.
■ Don't overmedicate. Some
herbals can cause side effects if
taken in large doses or over a longer
period of time than indicated necessary by research.
■ Buy herbs that meet the standards of Commission E,
Germany's equivalent to the
FDA, which has done extensive
studies on herbs. For instance, to
get the best benefit from St. John's
Wort, the preparation should be standardized to .3 percent hyperacin, the
constituent that seems to affect
mood. Read the label to be sure.
■ Kuy single-substance products
Not only is it easier to determine
which herbal is causing an allergic
reaction, but it keeps unnecessary
natural drugs out of your body.
(The one exception Larkiti makes is
Bach's Rescue Remedy, a mixture
combining five flower remedies.
"The coni|H>nents seem to enhance
one another," Larkin said. Rescue
Remedy seems to reduce stress.)
■ Buy extracts, tinctures or freedried herbals. They have a longer
shelf-life.
■ Buy pure (naturally complete)
essential oils. Avoid essences or
fragrances, which often include synthetic substances.

Source: Deborah Larkm, Shaker Village at
Pleasant Hill, Harrodsburg, Ky.

Herbs to fit your style
Today, consumers can choose
from a variety of ways
-'
to take herbs.

Oil from rosemary leaves can improve
memory for a test if you both study with the
scent and also inhale it at test time.
"Most Americans prefer pills,"
1.11 kin says. But there are other
options:
■ Tinctures: made by soaking the
herb in alcohol, glycerin or vinegar.
■ Extracts: made by treating an
herb in a solvent (water, alcohol or
hcxane are the most often used).
Extracts have a longer shelf life.
■ Tonics: taken internally to tone
or balance the system
■ Essential oils: used externally in
baths or inhaled from candles or the
container.
■ Teas: while many are bitter, some
prefer certain herbs in tea form
I.■miin balm and chamomile tea is
used by many for its relaxing, sedative effects. Peppermint is popular to
soothe an upset stomach or nausea.

—^."

making a

DIFFERENCE
RITA MACKIN FOX

Accent editor

This Is the second in the Making a
Difference series, providing readers
with Information on volunteer opportunities In the area. Volunteering
helps improve the community in
which we live, work or attend school.
It also looks great on a resume.
If you volunteer and want to share
your experience, please call Rita Fox
at 622-1881 or send e-mail to
<ProgressOacs.eku.edu>.

Hospice families need time, support
Hospice volunteers donate
their time to help the seriously ill and their families
spend their remaining time
together with dignity and quality at
home or in a home-like setting.
Volunteers might sit with the patient
while a spouse or loved one makes a trip
to the grocery store, doctor's office or
even the movies, for some much-needed
relaxation.
Others take time to share a cup of
coffee and conversation, or simply share
the silence that often consumes much
time in the life of a seriously ill person.
"Every family has its own special
needs." said Brenna Devereaux, volunteer coordinator for Hospice Care Plus
Inc. The Richmond-based organization
serves a six-county region — Madison

(offices in Berea and Richmond), Estill,
Jackson,Lee/Owsley and Rockcastle
counties.
Hospice matches the talents of the
volunteer with the needs of the patient's
family. The possibilities include:
■ mowing the lawn
■ taking the children out
■ spending time with the patient playing
cards, watching a ball game, listening to
a life's story
■ providing transportation
■ talking with a family member
■ making coffee
■ just being there.
"I think our opportunities benefit students as much as they benefit our
patients and families," Devereaux said.
Volunteers have the opportunity to
work closely with social workers, nurs-

es, chaplains and other trained volunteers and Hospice professionals provkl
ing care, support and hope to the patient
and his or her family.
There is no set number of hours volunteers give; each determines how
much he or she can. Some volunteer
weekly, others monthly, and still others
at annual events.
The last 1998 training session for
patient-care volunteers is set for Sept.
18-19 at the First Christian Church,
206 Chestnut Street, Berea. The two-day
training schedule is: 6:30 to 9 p.m.,
Friday, Sept. 18, and 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Saturday, Sept. 19.
For their own protection and the protection of Hospice patients, patient-care
volunteers are required to take a TB
skin test prior to volunteering. This test

will be given to volunteers at the
Saturday afternoon session. (If a TB test
has been completed in the past year, she
or he can bring the proof of those
results, rather than taking another test.)
In the training session, volunteers
learn skills and techniques that will benefit them for a lifetime.'
Volunteers are also needed to help
with office support, special events, fundraisers and community education programs. Still others volunteer on
Hospice's holiday grief helpline.
For information on how you can help
in Madison or any of the other counties
served by Hospice Care Plus, call
Devereaux at 624-8820. You can also
write to her at 210 Saint George Street,
Richmond, KY 40475^.

Arts
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Collages on exhibit in Giles

Arts
council
to hold
gala

BY ANGIE MULUKIN

Arts editor

Pholo Submitted
The Eastern faculty jazz Quartet will perform. It includes Dr. Richard
Bromley, Rob James, Dr Jonathan Martin and Dustin Tinned.

BY TIN* HITEB

Contributor

1887," which is located on
Lancaster Avenue across the
street from Blanton House, the
home of the university president.
"The Gala gives people a
chance to walk on Elmwod to view
the mansion plus providing art
opportunities for children and
adults." Davidson said. Tours of
the house are available during the
Gala.
Beginning at 5:30 p.m. and ending at 8:30, the Gala has something
for everyone.
There will be a children's hour
from 5:30 p.m. until 6:30 for elementary age children.
During this hour there will be
singing by Chelsea Duff and
Japanese flower arranging by
Yoshito Hide.
Also, the Richmond Children's
Theater group will perform a
scene <>f "The Fall of the House of
Usher."
The 9-year-old Gala also wel-

Instead of going to Applebee's
and seeing the new movie release
of the week, an elegant evening
of dance, music and arts might be
nice to some students.
The Richmond Area Arts
Council is holding its annual Gala
Friday, Sept. 11.
This will be a day in the arts for
the young and old. At the (Jala you
can enjoy such things as dance,
music, crafts, and many other arts.
Various foods and decorations provided.
The Richmond Area Arts
Council supports an all-purpose
arts center for the public. In 1989
volunteers came together to renovate a center for the arts.
They began the Gala to help
the council with the cost of those
renovations.
The center opened to the public
in 1996.
The council holds the Gala at
the Elmwood mansion, built in

comes new artists and speakers.
First-time Gala artist Graham
Shelby, 27, will be telling Japanese
folk tales in the Children's Secret
Garden.
Shelby, a Kentucky native, is a
writer and teacher who lives in
I.exington.
He taught English in Japan for
three years after graduating from
the University of Kentucky.
"It'll be a darn-good show. It's
something different. You can go to
the bar next week." said Shelby,
when asked why students should
spend their cash to come to the
Gala.
For adults there will be performances by the EKU Faculty Jazz
Quartet. The EKU vocalists.and
more. There will also be artist's
booths, crafts, a silent auction and
tickets to Riverdance will be raffled.
The cost is $25* per person. For
more information contact the
Council at 6244242.

Paper. Shapes. Hosiery. Paint.
Canvas.
These are the materials
Lucinda Alston Chapman works
with in her collages.
The art of Lucinda Alston
Chapman is being shown in the
Giles Gallery from Sept. 8-29.
All of her works on paper have
been created in the last two years.
Chapman lives in Lexington,
where she works full-time on collage art and teaches art part-time
at Providence Montessori School.
The themes of her works vary
from playful to serious and simple to complex .
She expands upon the theme
of the homeless.
"I define the term homeless as
those unfortunate suffering people who sleep at night with no roof
to shelter them." Chapman said.
She is the winner of many
awards for her art on the national and regional levels.
She won the 1997 Purchase
Recommendation Award, a merit
award, and a 1996 regional
award.
Photographer Daniel Doz's
work is also being shown.

Beth Smith, right, a freshman from
Meade County, and Mindy Zwink, a
freshman from Cincinnati, Ohio,
look at collages displayed in the
gallery.

Don Knight/Progress

eastern
iThe Eastern
Revenge? Let everyone know your ex is underage. Y^ine

Progress

When you take out a birthday classified ad all 10,000 of our readers
will know who's got a fake ID. And the best part? It's FREE!

Personal Touch
J& Dry Cloanors

Go

Ask about our
10% Student and
Faculty Discounts

&M

624-2961

Located behind Pizza Hut on EKU Bypass

s its$

fc,_ * www.progress.eku.edu
117 Donovan Annex 622-1881

If you don't get hemp at...
THE BOTAN V BAV
lit Mp COMPANY
Please, get hemp somewhere.

Single - $4
6 visits-$18
12 visits-$35.95
18 visits -S44.95
25 visits - S55

5

10% r 24>

PORTER PIAZA

EKU Student $5 Discounts
on all Packages

(Behind I VMV'N of tie B\pa»s>

Except 6 visits & 10 visits
636 University Shopping Center

624-9351

ll-7Mon-S;«

623-HEMP
hitp://wwwlej!alias-hemp com

Snappy Tomato
I Z Z A

LARGE PIZZA
1 Topping

You guy% know no otn+t oitorm apply. C'mon u*# tha
coupon. e*p*m§ wttan doing tho right fting oooomom
wtttVm most important ..oral Snappy* aVmcrolton.

Add

CHEESTICKS
to any order

$

6
$
50
10
$ 00
3

You guys know no otfimr ortmrs apply. C'mon i
coupon e*p*mm whmn Oomg mm right thing t
—ttmi'a moot important . . . or ml Snmppy'm otmcrmtkjn.

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS
1 Topping

COMPANY

Delivered

Delivered

You guym know no othm' oPmrm mppty C'mon umm mm
coupon. C*p«mm whmn oomg inm right rrung Dmoommm
wtiml* mom Importmnl . or ml Snmppy'm dlmcrmnon

FAST SNAPPY DELIVERY
E.K.U By-Pass next to Movie Warehouse

ALWAYS
HIRING
— Campus Only

wmmm
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Community education
offers variety of classes
From crafts to
karate, classes
good head start
BY MARY COULEE

Staff writer
If you'd like to get ahead on a
foreign language requirement,
learn how to do CPR or start
prepping for your GRE, then
Eastern's community classes
may^e for

you.

ii .you

These
non-credit
courses are
open to the
college
community
as well as
the general
community," said
Lynn Dee
Sowders,
community
education
coordinator.
Lynn Dee
There are
Sowders,
various
coordinator types of
classes
» offered
including
computer training, personal
development, professional
development, do-it-yourself,
recreation and arts and crafts.
There are three catalogs put
out each year; one for fall, one
for spring and one for summer
courses," said Sowders.
Fall semester classes are
offered September through

aren't
required
to
commit
a lot of
time
and
money...

beneficial for relaxation,"added
Sowers.
Computer training courses
include WordPerfect 8.0,
Microsoft Word and Excel.
To prepare for upcoming
tests, courses are offered in
ACT, ACT Math and GRE test
preps.
To get in touch with your
inner self there are classes on
reflexology, aura's meditation
and creative mind power.
Before beginning those foreign language requirements,
sign up for beginning French,
Japanese, or Spanish.
To make something of your
Progress file photo
own, sign up for oil painting,
wood carving, floral design,
Art classes are just some of the
cake decorating, or even glass
many classes offered by the
etching.
community education department.
For the sports-minded there
are classes on scuba diving,
December, spring classes
swimming, karate and gymnasJanuary through May and sumtics.
mer classes June through
„
Even various dance classes
August.
are offered including line dancThese courses can teach
ing and social dancing
tasks as difficult as working
Some of these classes last for
with the most advanced comweeks and some only one night.
puter systems and simple
Prices range from $10 to $109
lessons on creating your own
with few exceptions.
Web page.
"I would recommend one of
One class offers discussion
our courses from the personal
of dreams and how to interpret
development department as an
them.
introductory course to someAnother course teaches how
thing one may be interested in
to write a novel that sells.
taking a credit course in later
"The benefits vary from class
on," said Sowders. "With these
to class," said Sowers. "We offer
courses, you aren't required to
computer classes that would
commit a lot of time and money
enhance professional skills.
and you can still get a head start
There are test preparation
on your major."
courses that would help with
More information can be
educational motives.
found in the EKU Community
"We offer fun courses such
Education 1998-99 Course
as arts and crafts that would be
Catalog or call 622-1228.

Andrew Patterson/Progress

Blood war*
As Amy Ramirez watches intently, phelobotomist Nikeah Williams inserts the needle and the blood flows.
The Battle for Blood between UK and Eastern is sponsored by the Central Kentucky Blood service.

Tobacco sparks philosophy debate
BY STACI REID

Activities Editor
Think tobacco should be
banned? Think it should be controlled or limited? Or do you think
it should be left to be grown and
sold freely?
Bring your viewpoint and get a
chance to share your opinion on
the subject. The Philosophy Club
is hosting its semi-annual "oxford
style" debate on the tobacco issue
at 7:30 p.m. on Sept 15 in the
Adams Room of Wallace Building.

l-CAR

Trained

Full-Service Body Shop

And Body
Piercing

-*-"

i*

Tonight is
Thirsty
Thursday

$2
pitchers til 9 pjm.
25
S4 Long Island Ice Tea

TAKEOUT
AVAILABLE

•Jack Daniel's
Lynchburg Lemonaide
4 pack $3.99
•Bacardi Breezers
Assorted Variety
4 pack $2.99
exp. 9/16/98

623-5811

Pharmacy 623-5812

Carriage Gate Shopping Center
Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. • Fri.-Sat9a.m.-10p.m. « Sun. Noon-6 p.m.

Main Street „,„.„

Miss that
good
home
cookln?

Chevron

et th^
Scoo

At Your
"TCBY*" TVeats Store

Get a Large 1-Tbpplng
Just like IVIonTs for only

Tbesday 2 for 1 All Night
Wednesday Ladies night $1 cover
Open for lunch daily
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
DINNER
5:30 p.m.- 8 p.m.
5:30 p.m.- 7:30 p.m.
with 1/2 price
appetizers

EQ3
AID

Our dragons
don't bite!

• Free estimates
Open 7 days a week!
• Towing available
All Claims Welcome
201 W Water St.
624-0255^
626-0600
240 N. Keeneland Dr.

Where GPA
stands for
GREAT PARTY
ATMOSPHERE!

end," Harris said.
The positions the debaters
take are not necessarily their
own, Harris said.
There are three stages in the
debate: a 10-minute time period
for each argument, two fiveminute rebuttal periods and an
opportunity for audience questions at the end.
"Some people change their
positions because of this," Harris
said. "It's makes them think and
it's good for them to think
through these things."

Rite-Aid Welcomes EKU Students

OCeniuchy Collision Center
ASE
Certified

The debaters will be faculty
members. Bond Harris, from the
department of philosophy and
religion, will argue to ban all
growing, sale and use of tobacco.
Bonnie Gray, director of the
honors program, will argue to
maintain strict controls and limitations.
Robert Miller, from the department of philosophy and religion,
will argue for the growing, selling
and smoking of tobaa■<>.
"It's kind of free in that people
can get in on it — es|>ecially at the

Free
drink with
purchase
of buffet

A 'TCBY*' Treats store is a new kind
of TCBY*" store with something
extra - not only the great "TCBY*'
frozen yogurt you already love, but
some new, very exciting frozen treats.
Like hand-dipped ice cream and frozen
yogurt in lots of mouth-watering
flavors New "TCBY*'Treats
stores - a treat to satisfy every taste.
Treat yourself today!

j

TCBVrirWte
421 West Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475

Main Street Chevron

Pi3Qi41iit
Campus Delivery Only

623-2264

Just off
the Bypass

Buy 1 Waffle cone ■
Get the 2nd one for
Present thK coupon before ordering ■ One order per coupon per visit
Customer must pay sales tax Expires 9/17/98

Sports
Shane Walters, editor
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KSU with record-setting game
Menendez suffers shoulder separation; out for four weeks
squad and connected with senior wide receiver Rondell Menendez, who was tackled into
the end zone to complete a 33-yard scoring
play on Eastern's next drive.
Menendez found pay-dirt once again with a
16-yard touchdown pass, giving the Colonels
an early 22-0 margin over the Thorobreds.
Menendez caught three passes for 110 yards
and two touchdowns during first-half play.
Menendez suffered a separated shoulder
on a put return late in third-quarter action.
Menendez is not expected to return to th
Colonel line-up for three to four weeks.
"It was a good win." said head coach Roy
Kidd, "but this (Menendez's injury) hurts. It
takes a lot out of our offense. Kentucky has a
lot of Rondell Menendez's."
Junior wide receiver Brian Brenneman
found himself targeted in the end zone with
Demon's third scoring pass, giving the
Colonels a 36-7 lead.
Midway through the third quarter, Denton
threw in the towel after a short pass to Crume,
who ran 30 additional yards to score.
Despite an impressive display of showman-

BY SHANE WALTERS

Sports editor
If the Colonels' season opener against the
Kentucky State Thorobreds was a glimpse
into future contests, room for another Ohio
Valley Conference Championship trophy
should be made in the trophy case in the
Begley Building.
Junior quarterback Jon Denton led the
charge against coach George Small's
Thorobreds with four Eastern recording
breaking touchdown passes in a 43-13 victory
over KSU last Saturday night at Roy Kidd
Stadium. Denton exited the contest late in the
third quarter with 194 yards passing under his
belt.
"It feels great to be a Colonel and finally get
a game under my belt," Denton said after the
contest. "We had sporadic success but we definitely need to play better overall."
After an illegal procedure against Eastern,
tailback Corey Crume bolted for an 87-yard
touchdown after only three minutes of play in
the first quarter of the new season.
Denton threw over KSU's entire defensive

ship by Denton, Kidd still had doubts concerning his quarterback club compiled of Denton,
Waylon Chapman and Chad Collins.
"We're not a very good passing team," Kidd
said. "To have good pass defense, you've got
to rush the quarterback."
Eastern's defense held the Thorobreds to
-2-yards rushing for the entire contest.
Although the defense stepped up against KSU,
when Eastern faces the University of
Kentucky on Saturday the conditions of the
Colonel defense will face an extreme test.
"Our defense is going to have to get better," said sophomore defensive back Scooter
Asel. "We came out in the second half a little
flat — I think a couple of us were out of
shape."
Despite Asel's concern with his teammate's
physical conditions, senior defensive back
Tony Woods felt the defense came up to the
challenge.
"Some of the things they (Kentucky State)
did like their 4-3, was different from our 4-3
and it caught some of our linemen off guard,"
said Woods. "We came up to the challenge,
though, and I think overall, we played real
hard."

Don Knight/Progress
Senior wide receiver Rondell Menendez pulls down a pass over top of
Kentucky State's Damon Butler during Eastern's victory over KSU.

► Cross Country

Cross country creams competition at Woodford Invitational
In Erdmann's eyes, the men's win
in their first meet of the season came
as no surprise.
"Our top three men have been
here all summer," Erdmann said of
his men's squad.
Those top three players are Dan
Koech, David Machungo and Sota
Ogawa.
Of the three, top runner Koech
was the undisputed standout athlete.
Koech placed first in the men's 3.1mile run with a time of 15:46.6.
"Dan Koech looks to be in great
shape," Erdmann said.
"We knew that we had a good

BY DANIEL PREKOPA

Sports writer
The men and women's cross country teams took a fast start in last
Saturday's Woodford Co. Invitational
hosted by the University of Kentucky
at Versailles. Eastern beat both UK
and the University of Louisville decisively in their first meet of the young
season.
Expectations are running high for
the teams after their wins. Eastern
cross country coach Rick Erdmann
expressed relief in the win.
"It was nice to beat both Kentucky
and Louisville," said Erdmann.

Mindy Stadler
placed second
overall in the
two-mile run
with a total
time score of
11:56.2.

«lt was nice to beat
both Kentucky and
Louisville.
Rick Erdmann,
cross country coach

yy
Ohio State Invitational.

This will give the team experience with 5000-meter run. Many of
them come from schools where they
have never run the 5000 meters
before," Erdmann said.

Welcome Back EKU Studenta
Dr. John H. Warren, O.D.
associated with the office
Or. Marlon Roberts, O.D.

623-9580

SEAFOOD

Benjamin, Jen Wheeler and Jen
Anthony.
"We have such a young team with
the women," Erdmann admits. "Any
number of people can stand up to
lead the team this year."
Of the five, Stadler and Davel finished in the top five at the Woodford
County Invitational last weekend.
Stadler took top honors for the
women's cross country team with a
total time score of 11:56.2 in the
women's two-mile run.
Coming up Friday, the five freshmen of the women's cross country
team will lace up its sneakers for the

»

VJJM
1059 BEREA RD.
RICHMOND, KY.

men's team," said Erdmann.
In contrast, the results of the
women's team over the weekend was
a surprise to Coach Erdmann.
"We sat out our seniors Jamie
King and Mandy Jones to give our
freshmen a chance to get some experience," Erdmann said. "We never
anticipated beating Louisville as bad
as we did."
Though their start has been good,
the success for the women's team
this year will depend mainly on five
freshmen runners.
Those five freshmen are Mindy
Stadler, Heather Davel, Hanna

• Therapeutic Optometrist •

Work your W.iy
Through College.
NOW HIRING!

• Comprehensive Eye Exams
• Treatment of Eye Infections & Diseases
• Professional Contact Lens Fitting
Ask about student discount
with valid student I.D.

3 PIECE FISH DINNER

623-6643

)UNTRY STYLE FISH DINNER

$-Joo

IfCSfc John's Wo]

Everyday

DOLLAR

(Nothing Over $1)
682 University
Shopping Center
_ Ptrumi Wnn D'«t*
and ACE

Mon Sat
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday _
Noon-5 p.n

205 Geri Lane • Richmond

3:
"■•>■

*■

>"

BROILED SALMON
PATTY DINNER
FROM

&

49

V

For A Limited Time Only At Participating Captain D'l

SHRIMP & FRIESfl CHICKEN & FRIES

I

r*y-

;
$135

Bite Size Shrimp, dj f* -5 C ] Chicken, Fries,
, Fries Hush Puppies^ 7^~
' Hush Puppies &
J Sweet & Sour Sauce
i1 & Cocktail Sauce
^m
One dinnrr per coupon No* good
I with any other coupon Of dirtounl
I offer E.pim 9/20/9". 1059 Berej
I Read. Richmond. Ky

. One dinner per coupon Nol good
j^Efr,
PTWT).— , with any other coupon or discount
offer Eipiret 9/20/98 1059 Brrra
VJ^lT"
«ATO«*»
Road. Richmond. Ky

FISH & FRIES
Fish, Fries,
Hush Puppies
& Tartar Sauce
1

tAr

i
|
I
,
.

One dinner per"coupon Not good
with any other coupon or discount
olfer R>pim9/20/9fl 1059 Berea
Road. Richmond. Ky

,

Buy one entree
get a FREE
appetizer!

fl FISH&CFUCKEN

$135

'2

2

1-Piece
Fish
& Chicken

Exp. 10/10/98

$^39

3

All students receive a 10% discount
on food items from
10 p.m. - close with student I.D.

One dinner per coupon. Not good
with any other coupon or discount
offer. E«pire» 9/20/98 lOWBerei
Road, Richmond, Ky

ur

624-1224 Eastern Bypass
Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. - midnight
Sun. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

l

^ ^l<s^" ^.^ ^l^ >^

CONTEST!

The New Colonel's Corner!

Starting September 7

Try Our NEW
Submarine Sandwich
and get a 16oz
fountain drink

YOU COULD WIN
lstplace:

TELEVISION
2nd place:

FREE

IA place:
r&XE
3rd

Colonel's
Corner
298 S. Second!

MICROWAVE
4 th place:

DAY PLANNER
Drawing November 2

Donate regularly for chances to win!

NEED EXTRA CASH???
Call Sera-Tec for details.

624-9815

flpplebee's

ft

1/4 pound of fresh sliced deli
meet on a fresh roll fixed the
way yon like it.

/? Located at the edge of campus

MIKES
WAREHOUSE
LIQUORS
302 BIG HILL AVENUE • 623-5932

EKU vsUK
Good Luck Colonels & Cats
Bacardi Breezers 4 pk. all flavors $2.99
Bud & BudLight 12 pack cans $5.99
DeKuyper Cactus Juice (Peach) 750 ml
$2.99/btl.
Kegs $2 OFF!
Boones Farm $1.99 750 ml btl.
Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite, Genuine
Draft $10.99 24 can case
21 years old required, I.D. Ready
Be Responsible & Designate a Driver!

Expires Sept. 12,1998
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Volleyball finishes last in tourney

Welcome
Back
Students!

BY DAMCL RBNHABT

Assistant sports editor
drowing pains. It's a slow and
painful process, but one that must
be experienced before success
I can be reached.
Eastern's young volleyball
j k am continued its growing pains,
j dropping three more matches and
I finishing in last place in the West
[Virginia Classic,.
"We're really young and don't
Ih.ive depth," first year coach Ix>ri
iDuncan said. "We don't have six
|s!u<ls we're putting on the court"
The 1998 squad, 10 new playlers and two new coaches,
[dropped to 0-4 under Duncan.
JL.ist weekend the team lost to
[Towson State, James Madison
land eventual tournament winner
[\\Vst Virginia.
Duncan's team, which is
In huilding after last year's 3-29
I squad, has yet to win a game in
[any of its matches, getting swept
each time 3-0. The closest they've
[come is a 16-14 loss to Towson

31N
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I State.

Many of the teams Eastern will
I face this year are more talented,
but for Eastern to win Duncan's

*

ii^>.^ #r
II n

I squad have to execute the basics
and everyone has to be on,
Duncan explained.
"We didn't have six people playing together well for the whole
weekend," Duncan said.
After winning the first game,
Towson State held off Eastern 15II. 15-8 to win the match.
The Colonels had 28 kills and
32 errors, putting their hitting
percentage at -.035. Towson State

«
Tony Yalnazov/Progress
Freshman Courtney Huyser spikes the volleyball while Jessica Kiefer
of Evansville attempts to block the ball during a match on Sept 1 at
McBrayer Arena. Coach Lori Duncan's Colonels are 0-4.
had 29 kills and only 21 errors.
Against James Madison the
Colonels faced a similar fate with

19 kills, 23 errors, five service
errors and no aces. JMU swept
the match 15-2, 15-11,15-1.

"We re really
young and don't
have depth. We
don't have six
studs we're
putting on the
court.
Lori Duncan,
volleyball coach
»
And the Mountaineer's finished off Eastern with 36 kills and
only 19 errors. Coach Duncan's
team had 19 kills and 22 errors
losing 1^6,15-5,1S«.
Duncan said for the team to
win they have to not worry about
the other teams talent but control
their game and not make so many
errors.
"We can't say oh well," Duncan
said. "We have to focus on what
we can control."
The bright spot of the road trip
was sophomore Courtney Bowen
getting named to the AllTournament team.
For Eastern the schedule only
gets tougher as the Colonels will
try to post its first victory at home
against what Duncan calls two of
the better teams in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Saturday Sept. 12 conference
foe Eastern Illinois will come to
town and Sunday the 13 Eastern
will entertain last year's OVC regular season champion Southeast
Missouri.

10 visits

$25

REGISTRATION
Enrol t\ any Diet Cents*
weght loss program before
September 30th, and wel
gtw <*M FREE registration
(ftugram avefcs and produas. I
rerjied at reguBr low prxa >

START TODAY!

519 Cei
Leigh way Drive

#

Center

i

bnlllattN^lMPlWBWnMOiriMrmall^MaFial
j Pror/lm •—* «W pnx»K» < HUM a la^Ur \M vc* Mnnwn 6 MM program
L-_..-. — ._..____.WH.____„____..____.H._J I'm tr*r/4 lot* 1*rf(
I Dm C*<H«. WorUMdt Inc Akron OH 44 3» 2490 Al ngN»
Vhta IM mena: Mp.SM*lc*nl«n*orMwM« com

INMVM

630 Big Hill Ave

623-4400

Pink Flamingo

Laundry & Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave. • 623-0076

623-8993

INSTANT CARE CENTER
648 University Shopping Center • Richmond. KY 40475
(606)623 1950 • (606) 623 0619 (tax)

Walk-In Medical Care Facility
Services include:
• Medical Treatment and Minor Injury Care of adults
and children over two years of age
• Physicals - School, Sports or Insurance
• Laboratory and X-ray Services
NO AIM'OINTMl Nl Nl I l>> l>

GREAT TANNING
New Bulbs!

Diet€t»

NEW BULBS!

Largest Salon in Town
Newly Remodeled

Please clip and bring this coupon.
Exp. 10/10/98.
Top loaders only Limit one per customer Not good with any other coupon or discounl
Mini. - I Inns. Washers onl\ 75c ;i load until noon.

S5 off on all tanning packages
S2.50 for first time customers

Superior
Tanning Experience!

Exp. 9/24/98

W J\ S H

Losl 85 Pounds
at Diet Cnter*!

Not all tanning sessions
are created equal.
Come into
Oceanfront Tan-In
for a

Located next to Sears

m

Eastern Bypass

|
1

io\

Monday - Saturday

8:30 a.m. -8:30 p.m.
Ca»h • Check •

VISJ

• MasiriOrd • Insurance

University Shopping
Center

7:.MI .im.-Ill p.m. Vlllll-Sul.. Ill ;i.in.-HI p.m. Sun.

We Welcome EKU Students, Staff and Faculty

Eastern Kentucky University's

HUMMEL PLANETARIUM

LASER SHOWS

The Winners Are!!
Florida Get-A-Way Vacation
IVip Includes: YOU & A Guest*

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

$1off
with
Valid
Student
Seats EKU ID

iber 10, 11, & 1
tember 17, 18, & 1
iptambar 24, 25, <H !
ALL

RESERVATIONS
TICKETS SOLD AT
THE DOOR ONLY

BEST OF PINK FLOYD BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

9 p.m.
"Best of Aerosmith"

10:30p.m.
"Best of Pink Floyd"

st.Petcrsburg

t

Orlando

*W
Kelly Wilson (Telford Hall)
$
& A Friend
Miami
...plus a lot of Eastern Students

Drawing Date: Tuesday, September 1,1998
•Employees of UBS are not eligible to win. Certain restrictions apply.

Becky Coyle - Operations Manager - University
Book & Supply presents Kelly Wileon with her .
FREE Florida Vacation package. This package
was just one of the many Back-To-School events
offered to UBS customers this Fall. Other activities
were: Free EKU Caps - Free UBS Totea - USED
TEXTBOOKS plus...Storewide Discounts on Back to
School Supplies. We Have more in Store for Youl
- At EKU It'e UBSt
No Line! No Walt No roll No (Tight
1090 LANCASTER ROAD
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Go Colonels!

r — — WHOLESAJiE — — —,

YOUR TAILGATE HEADQUARTERS FOR
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■

All Flavors

JT 2 Utcr Bottle Pepsi Cola I

£g^i

mm m I

~—

^^^Limlt 2 w«h coupon I SS purchase- Expire* 9/16/98

>O0Q OUTirr -.

14 oz., 4 varieties, buper Tru

Lunch Mask LundiaWes

L:

I

40*

■H
^^^^
Limn 2 with coupon ft J5 purchase • Expires 9/16/96

!

Pill » 9061

=

=iififf"-i

r

IIP

»*

6 oz. bas

.

*Wfc' Moore's Potato Chips I

I
I

50

L-^SSSSSW

^^^

* Cq«l Ww 10* !
IT.U • 90OT
VUBX
PIU

-^H^-

Limn 2 wnti coupon > $5 purchase ■ Expire* 9/16/98

I

Delicious

Fresh Donut Holes

$ 00

!

1

L3 Dozen

COM

Km 10*

PIU

• 9083

!

*1U
PIU 19064
■ VUV4

i
i

I

L«nil2w«h coupon 4 $5 purchase • Expires 9/16/98

.
^^^^^

9-10 oz. pks.

I; .iJ.V.^wl

Hot Pockets

$4 50

1

L"

^^^

18 oz. jar

All Flavors

Peter Pan
Peanut Butter

$•4 39

2 Liter Bottle
Pepsi Cola

I

75 <

i

Reg., Thick or Light

5 oz. can, Libby's

15-18 oz. pkg.

Oscar Mayer
Meat Bologna

Vienna

$419

KeeMer
Chips Deluxe

35

Lb.

1

24 oz. box

Kellooo/s
Corni Hake

$4 98

1

Irrrt 2 *r«h coupon & $5 purches* • Expwee 9/16/96

2

$4*00

<

15 oz. can

Van Camp's
Chili with Beans

62V

3 Pack

Safeguard or
Zest Soap

.

Assorted

Larry's Stuffed Potatoes

z% U

I

«.«i

LlrrM 2 wth coupon 4 $5 purchase • Expires 9/16/96

I-NEW-

Toaster Breaks

!

$«f 38

i
Co.lH»« 10%

12.7-12.9 oz

Piut9oeo

Un* 2 w«h coupon A $5 purchase • Expires 9/16/96

.

-—

Iiaoz.
15 oz. bottle
oonie

$4 51 II

1

OT1—— j
«^^^p

H

Suave Shampoo or Conditioner I

i 60* -!
Lxrvn ? with coupon & S5 purchase- Expres 9/16/96

SMITH & WOODS

America's #1 Prepaid Phone Card!

CALL ANYTIME,
^

ONLY
Sam Co

COST PLUS 10°/(

14

Added at the
register.

(Formerly Super f Foods)

Prices Good Thun.
Sept 10 thru Wed.,
Sept 16, 1998

<
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dies

ROY KIDD
■ Kidd is in his 35th year at Eastern.
■ He is third in wins for Division I and VM with 281 victories.
■ The former Colonel quarterback has won two.national championships (1979,1982) and 17 Ohio valley Conference crowns.
■ Under his guidance, Eastern has appeared in the kAA playoffs
five more times than any other school (17) and played in more
playoff games (31) than any other.

fG, OF SORTS
els after two-year stint at UK

Don Knight/Progress

AIRTIME
Publicity,
passing
guaranteed
when
Colonels
play Cats
the game
When
1:30 p.m. Saturday
When
Commonwealth Stadium
Radio
88.9 EM WEKU. 1340 AM WEKY
I c li \ isiun

Delayed telecast on channel 27,
11:30 p.m.

■ Page -

Irwlde

Both teams rosters and stats
■ Page 3
A look at the coaches
■ I'.ivi. t

Two Colonels will be making a
homecoming trip of sorts
■ Pane 3 ■
10 things Eastern needs to do
for success against the Cats

The CATS' meow

Tim Couch
In Saturday's 68-34
victory over
Louisville, the
Kentucky
quarterback had
a career-hi^i 498
yards passing.

was considered one of the five
Beware: Dedric
best quarterbacks in the nation
Campbell, Scooter
by his former coach.
Asel, Shawn Gallant,
And of course Couch, who gets
Kris Nevels.
more air time in Kentucky than
Same goes for you:
Monica Lewinsky on CNN. The
Eric Kelly, Anthony
junior quarterback is arguably the
Wajda, David Johnson, Marvin
best in the nation. He led college
Love.
football in passing last year with
Why should these men be con3,844 yards and 37 touchcerned? Because Saturday
downs. He has tied or
afternoon they will be
broken 37 records in his
involved in a shoot-out that
two years and looks deswould make Billy the Kid
tined to be a star at the
put on a bulletproof vest.
next level.
These are the defensive backs who will have
The Big Picture
to face two of the quickOne thing is for sure,
est draws in the nation:
the first meeting between
Kentucky quarterback
the two schools will bring
and Heisman Trophy cana lot of publicity to
didate Tim Couch and
Eastern's junior phenom- DWRWNMRT Eastern's program.
O—rtPropht
jhe Colonels most likeenon and record-setting
■"■■■^— ry haven't gotten this
quarterback Jon Denton.
much attention from the
I.ast week Couch was 29-39 for
media since they won their last
a school record 498 yards against
national title in 1982.
Louisville. He also tied his own
The big challenge for the
Southeastern Conference record
Colonels will be on defense. Roy
with seven touchdown passes.
Kidd had to replace seven starters
And try this on for size.
from last year's Ohio Valley
Denton tied an Eastern school
Conference championship team
record with four touchdown tosses going 10-13 with 194 yards, and including the entire secondary.
Leading Eastern's backfield
he was pulled in the third quarter.
With both quarterbacks having will be Asel, 1996 All-OVC first
teamer, who was a medical redstellar first games (and careers),
shirt last year. In its home 6pener
Denton tried to keep the hype on
Kentucky State (division 10
the match-up to a minimum.
passed for a respectable 284
"It's not Jon Denton vs. Tim
yards. Asel and the new secCouch. It's EKU versus UK"
ondary will have their work cut
Denton said. "Ill be trying to
out for them trying to stop the
stress that all week."
Heisman candidate Couch and his
But if the game does turn into
main target Craig Yeast
an offensive circus (imagine that)
But if UK has a weakness, if s
don't expect either leader to feel
also defense. The Wildcats, who
out of place. Denton set 10 NCAA
freshman records at UNLV before finished last in the SEC in total
defense last year, will be tested
transferring to Eastern after his
when Denton and company storm
sophomore season.
into Commonwealth stadiDenton's honor roll
um. Coach Hal Mumme's
reads: Most passing
defense gave up 34
yards in a game (503)
points and 368 yards'
and TD passes in a seathrough the air
son for any freshman
with 25. He also set 11
See Air/page three
UNLV records. Denton

1

stay upright during a contest
last season. Logan transferred

Don Knight/Progress
to Eastern from Kentucky after being named the Southeastern
Conference Freshman of the Year

rn after hazy past with Wildcats
f to have his season sudly a cracked vertebra,
ry. Woods made 26 tackf nimble and had three
n his four starts,
supposed to report back
ndary for his senior seais arrested and charged
driving in February. He
1 from the team a few
made mistakes, and
els kids deserve a secdefensive coordinator
id concerning Woods.

"I felt I got a raw deal (from
UK)." Woods said. "I love UK. I
would've loved it if Kentucky gave
me another chanccto be there.
They say things happen for a reason, and maybe the best thing is for
me to be here. I wanted to return to
Kentucky but I think I came to the
next best place when I decided to
come to Eastern."
Despite Woods' sullied past, coach
Kidd is optimistic about the 1998 season with Woods as a defensive factor.
"He's a player." Kidd said. "He
has a lot of athletic ability and he

what to look for

fits in well here at Eastern."
After Kentucky's impressive 68-34
victory over coach John L. Smith's
Louisville Cardinals, the Wildcats'
home opener against Eastern would
seem like a tension tackier for coach
Kidd's Colonels. However. Woods
feels Saturday's battle will be just
another knock on the door for him
and his teammates.
"I'm just a home-grown boy."
Woods said. This is just going to be a
big homecoming for me and Derick
(Logan) and the rest of the boys on
the team."
a-

LO points for Colonel success
Eastern will have to score
irst and not get behind
aarty. It could take
Eastern awhile to adjust
o Commonwealth
stadium and playing an
jp-and-coming team in
he toughest conference
n the nation. If Tim Couch
and co. strike early and
jften it could be a replay
3f what happened at
3
apa John's Cardinal
Stadium last week.
Hie Colonels will have to
istablish their running
jame with the dynamic duo
)f Derick Logan and Corey
Drume. It's important for
he two to establish themlelves early to open up the
lir attack for Jon Denton
ind keep the Wildcats
jefense guessing.
Defensive coordinator
Dean Hood's four new
starters will have the task
jf containing Kentucky's
air attack. Couch Is too
pod to be smothered, but
Eastern's revamped secondary could be in for a
ong day if the linebackers
jon't put pressure on the
xe-season Ail-American.
The defense will have to
:ause some turnovers.

5. Eastern's offense will
have te hold on to the ball
The Colonels only had
one turnover (an interception) in their opener.
6. With one of Eastern's
biggest offensive
weapons — senior
wideout Rondel
Menendez
(right)injured, fellow
senior
receiver
Brian
Brenneman
will have to step up and
have a huge game.
7. Eastern will also have to
contain Couch's favorite
target, Craig Yeast. Yeast
hooked up with Couch last
week for nine catches. 150
yards and two touchdowns.
8. The Colonels will need
help from the special
teams. But without the big
play threat of Menendez
returning kicks, this could
be a large order.
9. Jon Denton will have to
exploit a questionable UK
defense (worst in the SEC)
which gave up 362 points
last year, amounting to
almost 33 points a game.

Brian Simms/Progress

10. Eastern will have to keep
its composure to stay in the
game. This is a UK team
that is used to big games
against powerhouses such
as Alabama and Florida.

page two
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eastern roster
the coaches

1 Derick Logan
2 Derrick White
3 Dedric Campbell
4 Waylon Chapman
5 Jon Denton
6 Corey Crume
7 Chad Collins
8 Rondel Menendez
9 Charles Tinstey

Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Jr
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

10 Derwin Purnell

Jr.

11 Matthew Phillips
12 Tony Woods
13 J.D. Jewell
14 Luke Anderson
15 Nick Sullivan
16 Rysn toon
17 Tornma Huguety
18 Alexander Bannister
19 Brian Brenneman

So.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.

20 Tim Dlxon

Fr.

21 Josh Glrdler
22 Shawn Gallant

Fr.
Jr.

23 Billy Wright
24 Sunsett Graham
25 Jonas Hill

So.
Fr.
Sr.

26 Redmond Goode
27 Kris Novels
28 Brian Durham

Jr.
So.
So.

29 Scooter Aaai
30 Stephen Brown

So.
Sr.

31 Mark Wright

Fr.

32
34
35
36

Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.

Isaac Carter
Brad Folke
Marcus Hopkins
Petey Smith

37 Corey Pritchard

Fr.

38 Chad Culver

Fr.

39 Jonathan Butler

Jr.

40 Marcel Desir

Jr.

41 Tim Gibbens

Fr.

TB
DB
D6

42 Brent Hampton

QB
QB
TBfB

QB
SE
LB
DB
K
DB
DB
P
DB
K
DB
SE
FL
TB
DB
DB
DB

DB
FB
DB
DB
TB
DB
P
K
DB
LB
LB
FB
FB
FB
FB
LB
LB

Jr.

43 Adam Rader

So.

DB
LB

44 Luke Morton

Sr.

LB

45
46
47
48
49

So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.

LB
LB
LB
DE
LB
OG
LB
C
OT
LB
C

Butch Printup
Chris Huff
Chris Minter
Kenneth Combs
Tim Woolf

50 Brett O'Buck

Fr.

51 Jason Crockett

Fr.

52 Lewis Diaz
53 Matt Knight
54 Travis Schoenlaub
55 Toby Coyte
57 Chris Holder
60 Cam Wolf
62 Jason Mohammed
64 Tyrone Hopson Jr.

So.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.

66 Justin Ernest
67 Reggie Myrtil

Sr.
Sr.

69 Brent Fox
70 Charles Watkins

Fr.
Jr.

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.

Adam Bailey
Wayne Holderman
Jacob Johnson
Josh Hunter
Jason Muchow
Jason Worley
Bennie Wyatt
Eliott Hendersr T

79 Howard Jones
80 Anthony Boggs
81- Jarvis Chivers
82 Nick Towns
84 Tom Mabey
90 Tony DeGregorio

Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.

91 Anthony Watson

Jr.

92 Nick Hill

Fr.

97 Randy Lawrence

Fr.

98 Terry Thomas

Jr.

99 David Heady

Fr.

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

QB
WR
CB
FS
WR
K
QB
P
QB
QB
LB
P
WR

20 Eric Kelly

So.

CB

21 Lance Mlckelson
25 Quentin McCord
27 Willie Gary

Sr.
So.
So.

WR
WR
FS

28 Jermaine White
30 Marlon McCree

So.
So.

WR
LB

50 Grayson Smith

So.

54 Teddy Neptune
55 Derrick Johnson

So.
Fr.

56 David Berringer

Sr.

57 Jason Watts

Sr.

58
59
64
67

Aaron Daniel
Ryan Murphy
Jonas Uening
Mike Webster

So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.

70 Kris Comstock
71 Josh Parrish
72 Mike Riddle
74 Omar Smith
75 Matt Brown
76 Brad Ferguson
77 Jeremy Streck
79 Nolan DeVaughn
81 Mitt Crowe

Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
FT.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.

82
83
84
85
86

So.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.

Garry Davis
Cheddi Acham
Alex Herman
James Whalen. Jr.
Paul McGonagle

31 Brackston Poltier

Fr.

SS

32
33
34
35
36

Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.

HB
FS
LB
FB
CB

37 Jimmy Haley

Jr.

TE

38 Jeremy Bowie *
40 Gus Jacobs

So.
So.

CB
LB

41 Matt Layow

So.

DE

96 Marc Samuel

So.

42
43
45
48
49

So.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.

FB
FB
FB
LB
SS

97 George Massey

Jr.

98 Marvin Major
99 Mark Jacobs

Sr.
Sr.

Anthony White
Chris Gayton
Lee Wesley
A.J. Simon
Kenneth Grant

Derek Homer
Larry Morris
Mike Kamphake
Stephan Walters
Jeff Zurcher

91 Brandon White

So.

92 Robert Jonas
93 John Rader

Sr.
So.

95 Gordon Crowe

Jr.

■ His career coaching record is 71-33-1. He has a record of 66
at Kentucky.

\
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"We have to focus on Kentucky
State first, forget the hype, and
just be ready," Logan said.
Saturday, at Commonwealth
Logan and the Colonels' focus
Stadium, thousands of spectators was apparently harmonious, as
will witness history in the making. Eastern dominated coach George
For coaches, players and fans Small's KSU Thorobreds for a 43alike, the University of Kentucky 13 victory at Roy Kidd Stadium
vs. Eastern football match-up is an last Saturday.
event that is long overdue.
The challenge of playing a
For junior tailback Derick Division
I,
Southeastern
Logan, the game is more than just Conference, in-state school still
the potential beginning of an in- looms in the shadows. With the
state rivalry; it's the chance to step Wildcats being-rated 24th in the
back onto the
nation by Sports
field where his
Illustrated
college career " I have to stay
Magazine, a vicbegan.
tory could mean
Logan, a 6focused on the
big things for
foot, 218-pound
Logan.
game
just
like
junior
from
"At first I was
Chatham, Va.,
excited about
they (the
transferred to
the
game,
Eastern from
Wildcats) do.
because I figUK following
Derick Logan, ured it would
the resignation
me
a
of former head
junior tailback give
chance to show
coach Bill Curry
off, make myself
and the appointgood.
» look
ment of current
Then I realized
head coach Hal
that the team comes first." Logan
Mumme.
said.
"I loved Coach Curry," Logan
The hype surrounding the firstsaid. "Coach Mumme's a good ever Wildcat-Colonel battle will be
coach, but he has a different per- hard to overlook as the date grows
spective."
near. High expectations have been
That "different perspective" led placed on all of the Colonels, but for
Logan to a late transfer to Eastern, Logan there is added pressure.
where, in his sophomore year, he Facing former teammates, coaches
turned in an impressive perfor- and friends could pose a mental barmance. However, 849 yards and 11 rier for Logan.
touchdowns on 175 carries, plus a
"I have to stay focused on the
place on the first-team altconference game just like they (the Wildcats)
list just wasn't enough for Logan.
do," Logan said.
"I dedicated myself this sumTurning in a good performance
mer, stayed focused, and got would obviously mean personal vicmyself into top physical shape," tory, but for Logan, getting the win
Logan said.
as a team would mean so much
Logan is anticipating a great more. Logan feels optimistic about
season for the Colonels in 1998. Eastern's chances for a victory
In his view, the UK game is "just over UK, simply saying, "Great
another game."
players step up to the challenge.
BY E«N PARSONS

Staff writer

Eastern
43
217
231
21

143-13 win over
Kentucky State
University
Thorobreds

• eastern's season at a glance

THE ROAD AHEAD
1998 Colonel
Football
Schedule
Sept19Weatem
Kentucky
Sept 24'Middle
Tennessee
OctlOTeone
Get 17 'Murrey Stale
Oct. 24 'Tennessee
Teen
Oct. 31 *UT Merlin
Nov. 7'SE MO
Nov. 14 OppMf hlin
Nov. 21 'Eastern HNnois
Home Qsmss tn Bofcl
•OVCQemss
Tickets tor el '•maJning
home games, and some
soiect away games, can be
at the Atrrtette
Mba, 126 Alumni
orbycalHng
i-2122.

After
Saturday's
contest,
Eastern will have
nine games left
this season.
Seven of those will
be OVC games. The
other two are a road
trip to face Western
, Kentucky and Willie
\ Taggart, leftThe
\ other is a home
~) game against
Appalachian State.
Don Knight/Progress

Junior tailback Derick Logan struggles to stay upright during a contest
against the Western Kentucky Hilltoppers last season. Logan transferred

Don Knt(jfit/Progr«ss
to Eastern from Kentucky after being named the Southeastern
Conference Freshman of the Year.

Woods looks for redemption at Eastern after hazy past with Wildcats

Tony Woods
transferred
from UK in
early August.

Eastern

168-34 win over
University of Louisville
Cardinals

■ Under his guidance, Eastern has appeared in the M\A playoffs
five more times than any other school (17) and played in more
playoff games (31) than any other.

Logan found refuge with Colonels after two-year stint at UK

WALTEB8
Sports editor

1998 season to date

Kentucky

pionships (1979,1982) and 17 Ohio \fcltey Conference crowns.

A HOMECOMING, OF SORTS

stats
Kentucky
68
230
571
37

■ The former Colonel quarterback has won two national cham-

ance in the Peach Bowl, which resulted in a 14-13 loss to Ctemson.

BY SHAK

Eastern
vs.
Kentucky

■ He is third in wins for Division I and IM with 281 victories.

■ His 1997 Wildcat team ted-the Southeastern Conference
in passing offense with an 365.4 per game average.
■ Kentucky has not made a Bowl Game since its 1993 appear-

U

DT
OGOT
OG-OT
DT

•indicates duplicate numbers

• credits'

■ Kidd is in his 35th year at Eastern.

I Mumme is in his second season with Kentucky.

c

kentucky roster
2 Tim Couch
3 Craig Yeast
5* Marvin Love
5* Patrick Wiggins
9 Jimmy Robinson
10 Seth Hanson
l&COiey Doyle
14 Andy Smith
15 Dusty Bonner
16 Matt Mumme
17 Jeff Snedegar
18 Jimmy Carter
19 Kevin Coleman

HAL MUMME ROYKIDD

A reunion will be held Saturday at
Commonwealth Stadium for a former
Wildcat turned Colonel, although this
reunion will not be a traditional family
occasion.
When Roy Kidd's Colonels take the
field to face the University of Kentucky
Wildcats, senior defensive back Tony
Woods will find himself once again in
the presence of thousands of screaming
blue and white fans, although, this time
around, he will be wearing the maroon

and white jersey of Eastern.
Woods was a three year letterman at
perennial power SL Xavier High School
in Louisville. He gained 954 yards, averaging 6.1 yards per carry, as a senior
scored 22 touchdowns, including 18
rushing, two receiving and two on kickoff returns.
Woods, who transferred to Eastern
from UK in early August, played eight
games last year for UK — starting
seven at the cornerback position. He
collected 29 tackles during his last season for the Wildcats, including 19 primary stops. In 1996, he started the first

four games only to have his season suddenly ended by a cracked vertebra.
Despite his injury. Woods made 26 tackles, caused one fumble and had three
pass breakups in his four starts.
Woods was supposed to report back
to the UK secondary for his senior season until he was arrested and charged
with drunken driving in February. He
was dismissed from the team a few
days later.
"We've all made mistakes, and
Coach Kidd feels kids deserve a second chance," defensive coordinator
Dean Hood said concerning Woods.

from the front

what to look for •

Eastern
President
Robert Kustra.
middle, contributed his
voice to the
Colonels traditional lockeroom victory
song "Cabin
On The Hillafter Eastern's
win over
Kentucky State
Saturday night
at Roy Kidd
Stadium.

10 points for Colonel success

Don Knight/
Progress

Air: Publicity, passing guaranteed Saturday
From the front

against Louisville in the opener.
While Eastern pushed back the
Thorobred's offense for -2 total
rushing yards.
Kidd a little nervous

Even veteran coaches get
hyped up for big games. In his
35th year, coach Kidd's nerves
show he still has a love for football at Eastern.
They're (Eastern's players)
excited and a little nervous." Kidd
said. "I think I am too."
For Kidd and Eastern there is
reason for the butterflies. This is one
of the biggest games in the school's
regular season history. A game vs. a

"I felt I got a raw deal (from fits in well here at Eastern."
UK)," Woods said. "I love UK. I
After Kentucky's impressive 68-34
wQuld've loved it if Kentucky gave victory over coach John L. Smith's
me another chance to be there. • Louisville Cardinals, the Wildcats'
They say things happen for a rea- home opener against Eastern would
son, and maybe the best thing is for seem like a tension tackier for coach
me to be here. 1 wanted to return to Kidd's Colonels. However, Woods
Kentucky but I think I came to the feels Saturday's battle will be just
next best place when I decided to another knock on the door for him
come to Eastern."
and his teammates.
Despite Woods' sullied past, coach
"I'm just a home-grown boy,"
Kidd is optimistic about the 1998 sea- Woods said. This is just going to be a
son with Woods as a defensive factor.
big homecoming for me and Derick
"He's a player." Kidd said. "He (Logan) and the rest of the boys on
has a lot of athletic ability and he the team."

growing Division I school in the top
conference in the nation. The
Wildcats are also armed with a
Heisman trophy candidate and along
with an explosive offensive. And to
boot they are an in-state rival.
Kidd, who has brought two
national titles to Richmond, feels
the storied Eastern football program got a jolt of energy in 1998
from new university president
Robert Kustra.
Kustra showed his spirit
Saturday. The new president
jumped in the middle of Eastern's
victory song, "Cabin On The HiD,"
belting out the lyrics with the jubilant players to help Eastern celebrate after an opening day victory
over Kentucky State.

"I thought it was great," Kidd
said. Those are the things that
have my enthusiasm up. He
understands that athletics is a big
part to create school spirit"
Big games against UK also
don't hurt athletic enthusiasm.
The 1000 tickets available to
Eastern sold out in under an «
hour. •
Kidd said 1998 may not be the
best year to play Kentucky with
his inexperienced defense and
Couch running the show for the
Wildcats. But he was quick to say
he was excited for Eastern's players and fans.
These are the things they
(Eastern players) can cherish for
the rest of their lives." Kidd said.

1. Eastern will have to score 5. Eastern's offense will
first and not get behind
have to hold on to the ball
early. It could take
< The Colonels only had
Eastern awhile to adjust
one turnover (an interto Commonwealth
ception) in their openStadium and playing an
er.
up-and-coming team in
6. With one of Eastern's
the toughest conference
biggest offensive
in the nation. If Tim Couch
weapons — senior
wideout Rondel
and co. strike early and
^ Menendez
often it could be a replay
(right) —
of what happened at
injured, fellow
Papa John's Cardinal
senior
Stadium last week.
receiver
2. The Colonels will have to
Brian
establish their running
Brenneman
game with the dynamic duo
will have to step up and
of Derick Logan and Corey
have a huge game.
Crume. It's important for
7. Eastern will also have to
the two to establish themcontain Couch's favorite
selves early to open up the
target, Craig Yeast. Yeast
air attack for Jon Denton
hooked up with Couch last
and keep the Wildcats
week for nine catches, 150
defense guessing.
yards and two touchdowns
3. Defensive coordinator
8. The Colonels will need
Dean Hood's four new
help from the special
starters will have the task
teams. But without the big
of containing Kentucky's
play threat of Menendez
air attack. Couch is too
returning kicks, this could
good to be smothered, but
be a large order.
Eastern's revamped sec9. Jon Denton will have to
ondary could be in for a
exploit a questionable UK
long day if the linebackers
defense (worst in the SEC)
don't put pressure on the
pre-season All-American.
which gave up 362 points
last year, amounting to
4. The defense will have to
almost 33 points a game.
cause some turnovers.

Bnan Simms/Progress
10. Eastern will have to keep
its composure to stay in the
game. This is a UK team
that is used to big games
against powerhouses such
as Alabama and Florida.

Everytime the Colonels kick
the Cats, show your Spirit!
Take this section to the EKU/UK game and show the Wildcats who's boss!

It's a matter
of pride!

Sponsored by:
2 Richmond Locations
430 Eastern Bypass • 623-5060
Richmond Mall Food Court • 624-2683

Check out our
Five Buck Roundup
3 Beef & Cheddars
4 Arby's Roast Beef,
or 5 Arby-Q's

for $5
-j-^ine Eastern
eastern
a/irf__The

Progress
^_w www.progress.eku.edu

117 Donovan Annex

622-1881
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Pop Quiz:
How can you ge
3% cash bac
on stuff you'd
buy anyway?
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Apply for The Associates Visa® Card today
With your Associates Visa Card, you'll receive these
incredible student values:

• Who is Associates National Bank0"?

■ Get 3% cash back on purchases.

Associates National Bank (Delaware) is one of the nation's leading issuers
of bank credit cards, with approximately 20 million customers in all 50 states,
and has been servicing credit card customers for more than two decades.

With The Associates Visa Card, you can get money back
. on everything you buy! When you make a purchase and carry a
balance from statement to statement, you can earn 3% cash
back on the amount of the net purchase"

<J

For example, if you spend $200 on a plane ticket One month
and make a $100 payment, you'll earn $6 cash back on that
purchase ($200 x 3% = $6). It's that easy! Use your Associates Visa
Card for all your purchases and imagine how much money you
can get back every year.

CD

-;■

To apply, fill out and return the form
below, call toll free or apply on-line:

P

1-888-SEND-ONE
www.stLidentcreditcard.com.

to

• Discounts on brand name merchandise.
\ Why pay more than you have to? With The Associates Visa
Cara, you won't. You'll enjoy valuable discounts on travel, food
and software with your Associates Visa at participating namebrand retailers. Check out more killer deals throughout the year
on our College Web site www.studentcreditcard.com.

CD

Invitation to Apply
Please fill out all information below to ensure your application is processed in a timely manner.
Please use blue or black ink.

• No annual fee.
It's our privileged have you as our customer, so we don't
charge you a fee to carry our card* In fact, we care so much
about our customers, we offer customer service aroind-theclock. So, if you ever have a problem or guestion about your
account, you can call us 24 hours a day and we'll take care of it.
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• Worldwide acceptance.
No other card is more widely known around the world
than Visa. In fact, its accepted at over 13 million locations. So no
matter where you are, with your Associates Visa Card, you'll
always be welcome.

CO

PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF:

CD

■

YOUR FINANCES:

*
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■

SECONDARY ADDRESS AND SECURITY INFORMATION (Required lo open your occount):

• A credit line up to $2,600.

L

Apply for The Associates Visa Cara today, and you could
enjoy a credit line up to $2,500
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